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Deputy Sheriffs Ernest Oray and
COMMISSIONER — S£A*~» SHORE FISHERIES
Robert A. Webster paid a surprise
visit to Vinalhaven Saturday and
raided the home of Mrs. Emma
Swanson. The officers seized 18 pints
Now that the Connecticut system , large quantities to pay boats to go
of whiskey and gin. Numerous com
plaints led to the seizure. Mrs. for rearing lobsters has been defl- J after them.
Swanson was summoned into court nltely recommended for Maine, figures
There has been reP°rts of shrimP
,
, | in the Gulf for many years and scalthis morning.
on the cost of operating this plan ,
.
lop draggers on Georges Bank have
Our life ls scarce the twinkle of
should be interesting. F. N. Bramung taken many aboard
tlmes past.
a star ln Ood's eternal day —
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
ir charge of thc Noank Hatchery has The Department is carefully studying
Bayard Taylor
supplied us with the 1935 report of' the situation and endeavoring to find
The National Union For Social
activity.
j wftys and means through which adJustice Presents
A total of 492.000 fourth stage dltional experimentation can be
A. RAYMOND ROGERS
made. If the possibilities are there it
of Waterville, Me.
EAST WARREN
lobsters were hatciied and released.
Union Party Candidate for Cong.
offers the State of Maine a great
P. 0. SQUARE, SEPT. 9
DANCES
The State budgeted $6,000 for this . opportunity to get the jump on other
at 6.30 P. M.
Your friends will br at the East
work only $4,100 wus expended. This States and become the leading
And At ROCKPORT at 8 o’clock
Warren Dances
Mr. Rogers, who is a forceful
represents a cost of less than one shrimp producing State of the North.
speaker, will have plenty to tell the
One of our seaports should be ad
Every Friday Night
cent a lobster. Done on a much larg
voters of Knox County.
vertised and boosted as the ''Shrimp
at 8.30 Daylight Time
Don't miss this opportunity to
er scale, as would necessarily be the
Port of the North Atlantic” encour
Miss Phyllis Leach will entertain
hear him.
case in Maine the cost per lobster aging boats to fish and bring thelr
N. U. S. J. UNIT NO. 16
—Tap Dance and Song
wares ashore to our State. Lack of
I______ ________________________ — would be much smaller.
The Connecticut figures are:
funds is the only thing that pre
Cost of Help .........................$1,650
$1,650 33
33 vents us from plunging into this
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Cost of Liver ....................... . 813
87 work with great activity. We have
813 87
Cost of Power ......................... 543 78 confidence in the report of Dr. Hjort
Cost of Maintenance ........... Ill 31 and look for development in the
Cost of Egg-bearing lobsters1 836 a shrimp business in a short time.
Cost of Maintenance of Boat
This is another example of the
and Car ........................... 154 43 need of more funds for the Sea and
The building and equipment cost Shore Fisheries Department. Our
approximately $20 000. As our coast annual budget of $70,000 is pitifully
line Is many times longer than that small. FJ-om this we must maintain
of Connecticut we should plan to a staff of 30 wardens, the general
rear at least 10 times as many or offices, two boats and many inciden
7.30 o’clock
5,000.000 the first year. It is be tal expenses. After the general ex
Speakers
lieved that 10 times as many lobsters penses and salaries are paid we have
should be reared for 4 times the cost but a very little left to use for pro
or about $16,000. This is a small moting the industry, a work that is
Ex-Mayor of Augusta—an enjoyable speaker
amount of money compared to the greatly needed.
and keen thinker
value of the lobster Industry and
With more money we could con
the importance of saving it from duct work in marine fanning of
oblivion.
clams, quahaugs and oysters, rear
The Department is much interested lobsters, work on flatfish and ground
Candidate For Representative
in the report of Dr. Johan Hjort of fish and generally advertise and boost
and friend of Old Age Pensions
the University of Oslo. Norway, re our fishing industry, one of Maine’s
MUSIC BY CAMDEN BAND
garding the possibilities ot shrimp greatest natural assets.
fishing on a commercial basts ln the
It is hoped that future Legislatures
Gulf of Maine. Several months ago [ can see the possibilities ahead and
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Professor Hjort came to me and told i take a more substantial interest ln
me of his plans. After an exhaustive ' the fishing industry than has been
survey he is convinced that this over the case in the past.
looked fish food could be secured in
Sept. 4

W»4—

Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HI8TORY
The Roekland Gazette was establlaned
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
ln 1882 The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17, 1897

THOMASTON

Republican Rally
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9

ROBERT A. CONY
CLYDE H. SMITH

HARRY E.
WILBUR
OF ROCKLAND

REPUBLICAN
CANDIDATE
FOR

JUDGE OF
PROBATE
Will Appreciate Vour Support
At The Polls
SEPTEMBER 14
108*lt

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

(JEROME. C J3URROW6
108-110

Register Now For September Term

Pelletier’s School of Beauty Culture
Licensed and Approved by the State
OPENS SEPTEMBER 14
Thorough Training—Complete Course
All our graduates are employed
Enroll and become a professional
Experienced instructors giving individual
instruction—Write for Booklet—Established 1924
215 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON, ME.

.
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

VOTERS OF ALL PARTIES
READ THIS CAREFULLY
An insidious propaganda campaign is being waged to the effect
that voters enrolled in any party must vote that same way Sept. 14.
That is not the rase.

VOTE AS YOU WISH ON SEPT. 14
If you happen to be enrolled as a Democrat and wish to vote the
Republican ticket, it is perfectly legal to do so, dr vice versa.

Your enrollment has nothing to do with the

Sept. 14 Election
107-110

SHRIMP HARVESTING
May Become One of the Industries In Gulf of Maine,1
Feyler Thinks

Early Lead Gives Them Victory Over the Pirates Rockport Tonight, Thomaston Wednesday Night
and Camden Thursday Night
In the City Series
The Pirates outbatted the Rock formed its counterpart ln Woodard’s
land Grays at Community Park Sun long swat. Crowell carried off the
batting honors with three singles.
day afternoon, but made four expen
Heald and Perry did some classy
sive errors and lost the first game in
fielding.
the winner-take-all city series.
The score:
The Grays ramped along with an
Roekland Grays
easy lead for eight innings, but in
ab r bh tb PO
the ninth frame the piratical gentle
.... 2 1 0 0 1
men had lost thelr stage fright, and Dimick, If
... 4 1 1 2 2
pounded Spoffard for three runs.
... 3 1 0 0 6
There were still two on when the
... 5 2 2 3 0
Orays stopped thc stampede, Chuck Gatti, 3b .
4 0 2 2 2
IBiis making one of the famous abdo Mackie, c
... 0 0 0 0 0
men catches, while Cal Smith
... 5 1 a 3 5
transplanted from catcher's posi
.... 5 1 l 3 7
tion neatly handled Heald's ground
.... 2 0 l 1 4
er.
.... 3 0 i 1 0
It is safe to say that the Grays
—■ ———
will not underrate their opponents
33 7 10 15 27
In the second of the three games
Pirates
which constitutes this series. To a
ab r bh tb po
man the Pirates are undismayed by Woodard, cf .... 5 0 2 4 1
the outcome of Sunday's game, and J Heald, 2b ........
.... 5 0 2 2 1
are promising a different result with Lord, lb.rf ......
... 3 1 1 1 11
the next encounter.
Crowell, 3b
The big noise in Sunday's perform- Perry, ss .......... 3
ance was Cal Smith, the gentleman 1 f.d. Wink, If ....
from St. George, who has helped F.K. Wink, rf.lb
put so much pep into the Knox Turner, c ........
Twilight League this season while Boynton, p __ _
wearing the Rockland mask. He was j
ln fettle Sunday snipping off five |
36 4 14 16 27 18 4
bas
runners
with
his
well’Grays ............. 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1—7
directed heaves meantime keep Pirates „—...... 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3—4
ing up a chatter which would have
Two base hits, Dimick. Gray, Ellis.
done credit to Dizzy Dean.
Three base hits, Connon. Woodard.
Boynton deserved a much better Base on balls, off Boynton 5. Struck
fate, errors entering into all but two out, by Spofford 5, by Boynton 4 Hit
of the scores which were made off by pitcher, Smith, Spofford. Sacri
him.
fice hits Dimick, Smith, Perry. Double
Connon opened the eighth inning play, Perry, Heald and Lord. Left on
with a nice triple—and how that bases, Grays 8, Pirates 6. Umpires,
long-geared person can run when Mosher and Mosher. Scorer, Wins
the occasion requires it. This blow low.

Knox County Republicans are to j was a general demand to hear him
hold several important rallies this again.
.
... .. .
Thursday, Sept. 10 at 7.30 dayweek, and the voters will find the Ught
Camden Qpera HousC(

following announcements helpful.
congressman Hamilton Fish, Jr., and
Tuesday night, Sept. 8, at 7 30 day-! Mrs. Paul Fitzsimmons. Mr. Fish is
light time. Rockport Opera House, one of the most brilliant members of
Lewis O. Barrows, Republican candi Congress and has been mentioned ln
date for Governor making his only connection with the Presidency.
Announcements for the remainder
Knox county appearance. With him
will be Clyde H. Smith, Congressional of the week, including the big Rock
land rally* at Temple hall Saturday
candidate.
Wednesday night. Sept. 9, at 7.30 night will be made in Thursday's
daylight time, Watts Hall, Thomas- issue.
ton,, ex-Mayor Robert A. Cony of
A new sound truck, the largest ever
Augusta and Clyde H. Smith. Mr, j seen tn this section, will be present
Cony spoke ln Thomaston two years at each meeting to accommodate
ago, and proved so popular that there those outside of the hall.

"drowned in the harbor
Ernest Grover, 14, Loses Life When Skiff Is
Swamped—Two Other Boys Saved

the phantoms of persons who live
only there in imagination, and setting
Ruth Draper Entertainment them off against scenery In which
the doors and windows or the many
At Camden Pleased Dis tables of a restaurant or the air-tight
stove and wall telephone of a rail
tinguished Audience
way station, are constructed ln the
In the field of art fame Is achieved living air of fancy. The sketches are
circumstantial.
While
when a name alone tells the story. vibrantly
A vivid example of this was given madame is taking her lesson ln
Italian, ‘skipping right through
when the announcement was made
| Dante' the cook, the seamstress, the
that Ruth Draper would be presented mak, the chtldren_ the dog#i the
ln a program at the Camden Opera dresses the books the telephone
House Sept 4. There were no col from the husband, and finally the
umns of publicity explaining who fUrtlve and ardent call from her
Miss Draper is or what she does, just lover, barely suggested by the warmth
the brief announcement and no more. of her expression and a new tone in
And yet Friday night found Camden her voice, round out the sketch com
Opera House packed, many extra pletely and peer into the past and the
seats being brought in to accommo- future of this worldling. She picks
date the patrons. Miss Draper could the
immigrant out of
find none of her New York audiences sentimentality
and
unobserved
containing more distinguished rep generality by evidence equally cir
resentatives of the arts or more cumstantial; again, she sketches a
devoted patrons of the arts than complete life and character. All up
sat there in Camden that night. And state New England hobbles rheusurely no audience could be more matlcally through the pinched villag
appreciative, the spontaneous laugh er who ‘feels klnda porely’, as she
ter. the breathless attention, the en rocks on her front veranda and rat
wrapping hushes, and the prolonged tles on endlessly about the maladies
applause and “bravas” must have and misfortunes that pursue her
convinced Miss Draper she was townsfolk."
amongst her very own.
Miss Draper who stands foremost
FREDERICK L, STARRETT
in her art presented this program:
The Italian Lesson
Frederick L. Starrett died in Los
On the Porch
Angeles, Aug. 19 of shock following on
Three Breakfasts
(a) The First,
In a Suburb operation. He was bom in Thomas
(b) After 15 years,
In the City
(c) After 40 years,
On a Farm ton Feb. 1, 1867 and was widely
Three Generations In the Court of known as a Y.MC.A. secretary, hav
Domestic Relations
A Dalmatian Peasant tn the Hall of a ing served in that capacity In Ban
New York Hospital
gor, Cambridge. Maas., Malden. Mass,,
A Debutante
To comment and review this pro Rochester, N. Y., Denver, Colo., and
gram can be done in ho more able Oakland, Calif. He also managed
way than to quote from an article hotels operated by the YM.C.A. in
entitled "Let Who Will Be Clever" Buffalo. His death followed that of
by J. Brooks Atkinson from the New Mrs. Starrett by less than two
months.
York Times:
Mr. Starrett leaves a sister. Mrs.
“When the vociferously apprecia
tive auditors of Ruth Draper re Parker Page, of Portland, a brother,
mark confidentially, 'Isn't she clever', E P. Starrett of Tthomaston, and five
you are likely to resent the pallor of children, Harold N Starrett, Mrs.
their approval. Cleverness is right Murral Maudlin, Mrs. Stanley D.
enough in Its way, but it must not March, Mrs. Al St. Clair, and Mrs. D.
be confounded with the abundant L. Case, all of Los Angeles.

MORE SEATS NEEDED

CHATTED WITH LINCOLN

A Former Resident of St. George, Now 98,
Recalls Civil War Days
Virginia Hutchinson, Young STRUCK BY CAR

Stonington Girl, Instantly
Killed Yesterday

Many Knox County readers, par-: the schooner was headed north, the
Confidence ln the report of Dr.
Virginia Hutchinson. 12, daughter1 ticularly those who reside in St.; crew with the exception of the mate
Johan Hjort of the University of Oslo of Mr and Mrs. Damon Hutchinson oeorge will be interested In the foi-' and c00k M-ere taken ill with fever,
Norway, to the effect that there is of Stonington, was killed instantly , ,
t
Mrs. ~
Hart proceeded to sail the
.
un
. .u ___ i.i
,
; lowing article from a recent issue of
great possibilities for the commercial yesterday when struck by an automoschooner Into port. The sailors who
harvesting of shrimp ln the Gulf of bile which investigating officials said the New Bedfonl Standard:
are left who sailed the seas with the
Maine is expressed by Rodney E. was driven by Alex Larrabee, also of
Marlon has a resident still alert, Harts for eight years, call on her and
Peyler, Commissioner of Sea and Stonington.
z
friendly and cheerful, helpful and tell tales of how capable she was.
Shore Fisheries. Stating that he had According to Reuben Cousins, town stU1 doln? for many others, who During the worst storms, she could
been closely following the work of clerk, the child started to cross the 1
**
on ®unday. No woman always be found preparing coffee for
work at
pumpg
Dr. Hjort since it was started. Com road near her home, and as she did ln Marion can recall more exciting I the men bard
missioner Feyler is endeavoring to so the car which they say was driven incidents and a more picturesque While In Boston, ah advertisement
find ways and means by which his by Mr. Larrabee, came in sight sud life than Mrs. Bethia Hart of Pleas- offering a “place for sale" in Marion
of the first caught ...
Department can conduct activity to denly over the crest of a small hill a ant Street. Her memory
.
the Harts ....
eye. —
They came,
nine years of her fife Is still vivid they saw, and bought the house with
wards establishing a new branch to short distance away
our fishing industry. Lack of funds
An investigation is being conducted
’ler w’ien she spent her child- in which she has spent so many
at Tenant s Harbor, Me. She 1 years
handicaps the Department In work of by town officials and officers of the
this kind but it is hoped that in some State highway police.
moved to Marblehead with her parRecalls Early History
manner the commercial harvesting of 1 The Hutchinson girl was walking cnts> her father following the life of
this popular seafood may become a along what is known as the Green's I a fisherman,
When they first settled in 1870,
reality. Efforts to Interest private Head road, with Mrs. C. J. Taylor. shc married Gamaliel Morss of Marion was a very primitive town.
capital in this venture is being made , and her daughter, Mary, when the Marblehead, one of the first men ( There was rivalry between the Uni
with an idea of establishing one of fatal accident occurred.
Witnesses killed during the Civil War. a mem- versalists and Congregationalist so
our Maine coast ports as “The Shrimp said that the girl started to cross the!
of the crack 8th Regiment which one creed painted its property yelCapital of the North” in case the road just as the Larrabee car came! had previously escorted King Edward . jow and tbe other white. One old
harvesting operations prove success- j in sight over a sharp rise in the road J VII, then Prince of Wales, on his 1 sage came to give her advice on how
ful.
I and was unable to cross the highway visit to America, when he visited to get along ln town; “You must be
Boston ln 1860. Towards the close of very careful what you say, for every
“If Dr. Hjort's findings do prove to i before being struck,
be the foundation of a new branch of
After her lifeless body fell to the the Civil War. she was married to body ls everybody’s cousin." In those
the industry. Maine should take the highway, the Larrabee car traveled 88 Reuben F. Hart, captain of the days, persons were very Interested tn
lead ln its development," said the feet before being brought to a stop. schooner he had built and called the getting their share of herring and'
Commissioner. “The Department will
In the car with Larrabee, who is “R. F. Hart." The boat was pressed there was much scurrying to get the
quickly finance additional surveys 19 years old, was Calvin Sturdee. 15, Into service to carry supplies for the rights from the households that
and promotion of this work if funds and Oeorge Billings, 18, both of Ston- government and assigned to the didn't want their full quota.
can be had or other ways can be ington, and Rolfe Billings , 17, of Commissary Department. The last
Mrs. Hart still knits mittens, send
found to bring such activity about. Rockland, who was visiting there for three months of the War they were ing them wherever she thinks they
stationed at City Point, Washington, are needed. One palp is headed for
Many off-shore fishermen have the day.
The findings of the investigators. D. C.
caught shrimps in the past and It
an orphan youngster In Vermont.
has been a belief for a long time that Medical Examiner C. C. Knowlton, of
Fancy work and quilts keep her
Met President Lincoln
they exist in ample quantities in the Ellsworth, Reuben Cousins. Stoning
nimble fingers busy. Stockings for
Shc met President Abraham Lin
ton town clerk, and State Highway
Oulf of Maine.”
the sailors are sent each year to the
coln
when
the
boat
was
unloading
If some Maine port takes the lead Police Officer Gould, will be turned
Fishermen's Institute at Gloucester
ln this work It will establish itself over t0 the Hancock county attorney, supplies for the Union Army. Often and she makes countless little gifts to
to escape the pressure at the White
as the leading packing, shipping and according to Officer Gould,
give to her many callers, she has two
House, Lincoln would spend the night
marketing headquarters of New Eng~
grandchildren from her first mar
land. The creation of a shrimp in- f° fi16 State's declining fishing in In his boat docked at City Point, and riage. Orion Morss of this town,
he would chat with them in the
dustry would be a tremendous boost dustry it was pointed out.
James Morss and seven great-grand
morning. She loved Lincoln dearly
children; two children by the second
and still thinks of him as a most
marriage. Miss Augusta Hart and
wonderful man. Both she and Cap
Reuben Hart of Malden. Although
tain Hart were present at the sur
an invalid for the past 13 years, Mrs.
render of General Robert E. Lee to
The Spanish Villa Skating Rink on Tillson Avenue
Hart still chuckles at life and finds
General Ulysses S. Grant. She can
tt worthwhile.
Will Reopen
still picture Lee astride his charger
and though not In sympathy with the
THURSDAY NIGHT, SEPT. 10
cause for which Lee fought, she ad
SAME MANAGEMENT
mired his high tvpe of character and
his sincerity.
She remembers coming through
Hampton Roads to Cape Henry when
she saw the burning of a Union ves
TONIGHT
sel by the Alabama. When Captain
Hart saw the light of the burning
At Simonton’* Cor. Dance
1.90
DAIRY FEED, 20%,
$2.00 MIXED FEED,
1.65
ship, he immediately ordered all
BRAN,
Music By
FITTING RATION, 14%
$.00 MIDDLINGS,
2.00
torches and lights aboard the schoon
1.90
GLUTEN FEED,
215 GROUND OATS,
WOODCOCK
’S ORCHESTRA
er lighted up brilliantly. When the
2.50
DAIRY FEED. 25%,
2.10 EGG MASH, 20%,
Old
and
New Dances
enemy saw this “they thought we,
too, were afire and ln this way we got
Dancing 9 to 12.30
F. A. KIMBALL GRAIN STORE
108*It
in safely," she recalls.
738 MAIN STREET ’
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1310
Mrs. Hart was well acquainted with
108-109
every rope and sail, and once, when

ROLLER SKATING

LOW GRAIN PRICES

The swamping of a flat-bottomed i who had been despatched for that
skiff, loaded with seaweed, which I purpose by Harold W. Look, a wholethey had been gathering on thc rocks j sale lobster dealer whose place of
at Ingraham Hill, lelt Ernest Grover, j business was near the scene of the
his brother Neil and Raymond Brann tragedy. They had hastily constructstruggling in the water.
t ed dragging apparatus and were sucErnest Grover, who was reputed to ] cessful in their first attempt. The
be a good swimmer, was drowned but body was placed in the custody of the
the other lads managed to keep afloat |x>lice who had begun dragging 1muntll rescued by Alderman M. M I mediately after the drowning.
Condon and Robert Powers who wit- j The victim was 15 years of age and
nessed the disaster and went imme- a son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest H.
diately to their assistance.
1 Grover of 11 Carroll's Lane. With
It was several hours later before I school near at hand the boy had said
young Grover's body was recovered, this would be his last trip after the
by Clarence Carr and Pearl Look, j "weeds."

BANK NITE

depth and range of Miss Draper's
art. Ten minutes of cleverness is as
DnrM
much as the normal human being YOUR FAVORITE POEM
can endure. That might be the
n_j
i„„
♦„
kind of pragmatic prejudice to
abide by if Miss Draper's Inscrutable
art did not intervene lime one heal
thy person in the dreary assembly of
anemic poseuses. No one person can
evoke from herself so bizarre a pro
cession of characters and so much of
the essence of human life unassisted
save by a chair or two, a shawl or a
shabby sweater. No one can play so
many tunes on one Instrument. These
who have not seen her will not be
lieve it, but those who have already
become her myrmidons know that
every movement in her acting is en
kindled from the godhead fire.
“So completely does her acting
dominate her material that we may
not appreciate the skill with which
she has written her dialogues in dra
matic form, crowding her stage with

„ I had my life to uve again I wonld
have made a rule to read some poetry

lnd u,ten (0 solne music at least ones
» week The loss of these tastes is •

loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.

WALKING SOFTLY
It ls so big a thing—and yet so small—
This walking softly through ths
crowded days
Wearing the cloak of patience, the warm
shawl
Of quiet understanding of life's ways.
“The criss-cross pattern on the loom
Is strange
And Intricate to eyes that do not see
The endless turning of the wheel of
change
Along the highway toward divinity;
The endless lifting up and weaving ln
Threads of experience; the cults and
creeds
Of creeping centuries: the silken thin
Fiber of human love for living needs.
It ls so small a thing to say. 'I waif
And yet so big! It means a soul has
grown
Into the heart of Truth, and can
translate
Tlie music of time's rolling undertone,
—Anna Hamilton Wood

Every-Other Day
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ROCKLAND WINS SECOND PRIZE

THBF.E-TIMES-A-WF.EK

Yet a little while, and the world
seeth me no more; but ye see me: be
cause I live, ye shall live also. —
John 14: 19

FOR PRESIDENT

ALF M. LANDON
of Kansas

For Vice President

FRANK KNOX
of Illinois
For United States Senator

Eleven-Inning Game At St. George Was a Factor
In the Seesaw Race
Knox County Twilight League com-1 ors found Stimpson for flve singles
pleted its long schedule yesterday, and two doubles, and this onslaught, (
j The championship was virtually de- ! aided and abetted by two grievous '
i cided by midsummer, the Camden' errors, netted St. George eight runs,
Shells playing a brand of baseball1 four of which were made after two
which left no doubt as to their su- men were out, and chance had been
periority. Second place was not de- 1 given to retire the third.
cided until yesterday afternoon, when
The Grays emerged from their
Rockland won at Thomaston and trance to score three runs in the fifth
St. George in an and two more in the eighth, but their
Camden defet
11-inning contest, The final stand- real chance came In the sixth when
the first four Rockland batters
i ing:
.740 reached first. Did anybody score?
9
26
.465 Nit. Rosy. Dimick was trapped be
18
16
441 tween bases, Ellis fanned and Con19
15
22
.333 nons excellent attempt at a Texas
11
Leaguer was smothered by Maurice
• •
Simmons, whose one error did not
Took Both
Camden showed a„ amazing change | detract from the fine game he played.

PIPE LOVERS AGREE THIS TOBACCO IS

"THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
ROY HAWKINS liked Prince Albert from
the very start. “The first time I opened
one of those big red tins, 1 found P, A. a
pleasant surprise, ” he says. “What aroma!
And 1 noticed that the flakes are shaped dif ferently. That’s why each P. A. pipeful
bums slower and cooler and lasts longer.
Each of those big red economy tins holds
around 60 pipefuls. That’s a real saving.”

amden

Labor Day At St. George

ab r bh tb po a e
Spurred by reports that they had I
2 0 0 0 2 0 0
not
extended themselves in the
Rep. Hamilton Fish, Junior, of
0
0
0
4
0
3 0
New York, who
3 0 2 2 13 1 double-header at St. George Satur
Thursday r.ight is an outstanding Bok. lb............. 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 day, the Camden Shells staged two
figure in American public life, who j Wadsworth. 2b
3 1 12 0 2 0 of their classiest performances at St
3 0 0 0 0 1 0 George yesterday. They won the first |
of Representatives for 16 years.
3 0 110 0 o 1 afternoon game 6 to 5 in 11 innings,
3 0 0 0 3 0 0 but bowed to Rawley's team in the
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 second game when "The Great
Archer" smashed out a single which
tained the Harvard football team. (
gave St. George victory by one score.
was selected by Walter Camp as an i
1
25 1 4 5 18 7
All-American for two years and be- 1 gt oeorge
2 0 1 0 1 0 x—4 Both were splendid games and
gan his political career by serving In ; Camden .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1—1 pleased a large holiday crowd
the New York State Assembly for
Two-base hits, I. Simmons. Wads- mightily. Dailey. Lord and Wads
two terms, 1914-1916 as a progressive , worth. Base on balls, off Colbath 1. worth made plays in the second game
follower of the late President Theo-I struck out, by Colbath 7. by Brown 3. which savored of professionalism.
• • • •
dore Roosevelt.
Sacrifice hit. Davidson. Double plays,
The morning game at Camden yes
During the World War he com M. Simmons, Dowling and Davidson;
manded the 15th New York Volun M. Simmons and Davidson. Umpires. terday furnished the fans with some
teers, later known as the 369th Regi Barter and Thomas. Scorer, Winslow. excellent baseball. The champions
defeated Thomaston 3 to 2.
ment of Infantry, and took part in
Second Game
the Battle of Champagne, for which
St. George
ab r bh tb PO a c
he was awarded the French Croix de
CAMDEN
4 1 2 3 2 0 1
Guerre and the American Silver Star I. Simmons,
4 2 1 1 5 0 0
for gallantry in action. With the Davidson, lb
Miss Marion Lowe of Boston was
3 0 1 1 9 1 0
holiday
guest of her parents, Mr. and
4 1 1 2 1 4 0
Fourth Division.
2 0 1 1 1 0 0 Mrs. Herman Lowe.
Mrs. Frank Cornell has returned to
3 0 1 1 1 0 0
American Legion and the following Mackie, p ...
after spending the
. 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 Philadelphia
3 0 1 1 0 0 0 summer with her mother. Mrs. A. W.
vacancy.
3 0 1 1 1 0 0 Rich, upper Elm street.
In 1930. Mr. Fish was appointed
Dr. and
Harr}- Holt and Ken
chairman of a special House Commit
28 4 9 11 21 5 1 neth Holt have returned to Brookline,
tee to Investigate Communist Activi
Camden
ties in the United States and gained
Mass., after a season passed at their
ab r bh tb po a
front-page publicity for his work in
cottage on the Belfast road.
Dailey, ci............ 3 0 0 0 1 0 0
exposing subversive movements.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph B. Bucklin en
Mr. Fish is a dynamic speaker, with 1 Wee<L c ............. 2 0 0 0 3 0 1 joyed a motor trip through New
a full knowledge of economics and Lord, 3b ............. 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 Hampshire over the weekend.
he discusses current issues with.Bok- lb............... 33 0 1 2 10 1 0
Mrs. Robert Hodgkins of Bar Har
clarity annd power.
Wadsworth, 2b .. 3 0 1 1 1 2 0
Wheeler, ss........ 2 0 0 0 1 4 0 bor was a recent caller on friends
in town.
SWAN'S ISLAND
Leonard' lf....... 33 0 1 1 0 0 0
About 60 members of the local Club
0
0
0
0
0
.
3
0
Several from this community at. 3 0 0 0 0 4 0 attended a Townsend meeting Sun
ended the Church supper Thursday
day in Pittsfield.
at the home of Mrs. Ben Mathews, j
24 0 3 4 18 12 2
Harold Murphy and Chester Han
Minturn.
1 0 3 0 o n x- 4 sen motored to St. Andrews and St.
Mr. and Mrs Fred Hagan have
0 0 1 0 0 0 0—1 John, N. B., over the weekend.
moved to the home of Eugene Rowe.
Two-base hits. I Simmons, M. Sim
Jeanette Hart who has employment
William Wellman of Searsmont
in Rockland, is on two weeks' vaca mons. Bok. Base on balls, off was a recent caller in town.
Mackie 6, off Hamalainen 3. Struck
tion.
Leslie Wellman and family of
Miss Ellen Hughes of Frenchboro out, by Mackie 6, by Hamalainen 3.
Rumford
were recent guests of his
recently spent a few days with Mrs Double plays, M. Simmons and Bok;
sister, Mrs. Fred Dean.
Wadsworth,
Wheeler
and
Bok.
UmNelson Morse.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving G. Wallis and
Mrs. Helen Parker and daughter' pires. Barter and Thomas. Scorer,
daughter of Needham Heights, Mass.,
Winslow.
Edna who have been in Portland for
made a holiday visit at the home of
several months, have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Dougherty.
$St.
George
9,
Rockland
6
Mrs. Ida Gordon of Portland is
Miss Virginia Jamieson gave a din
Rockland looked like a million dolguest of her sisttr Mrs. Lilia Moulden.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bebee of Rhode I lars in the first three innings of the ner party Saturday night at Camp
Island, is passing a week with Mrs. morning game at Community Park and Bokavi, Hosmer Pond, to Miss Eloise
Edgar Smith at her home here.
i in the St. George half of the fourth Dunn, William Smith, Jr., Thomas
John Hanna and Albert Budlong of inning looked like a million cents ton, Miss Dorothy Lawry, Oram Law
ry, Jr., of Rockland, Kenneth Holt of
Norwood, R. I . rceently visited for | minus the figure 1.
(
In
that
unhappy
inning
the
visitBrookline, Mass., and Leroy Weed.
a week with Austin Joyce.

At Camden Rally

BEING

SEALED IN

TIN,PRINCE
I ALBERT STAYS/

THE NO-BITE*
PROCESS

FRESH AND

TAKES OUT ALL

FRAGRANT

•

STING AND

WALLACE H. WHITE, JR. of form at 8t George Saturday aft- , Wiley led the hitting with two
emoon, losing both games 4 to 1. The ( doubles and a single
of Lewiston
; team which has been playing such j The score by innings:
For Governor
brilliant ball all season—in a class st. George ........ 00080000 1—8
by itself, as this paper has frequently i Rockland ..... . 01003020 0—6
LEWIS O. BARROWS
5
remarked—made but seven hits in j Base hits st George 12, Rockland
of Newport
the two games, three of them off a ; 8 Two-base hits, M 8immons. Wiley
second string pitcher. The Camden J j, Ellis. Bases on balls, off Polky 3,
For Representative to Congress
errors were mainly those of omission off stimpson 1. off Lowell 2. Double
CLYDE H. SMITH
rather than commission.
j plays, Polky, Davidson and I. Sim
of Skowhegan
in the first game Colbath polished mons; wiley and Smalley. Errors,
off the Camden batters with com-, st George 1. Rockland 6. Batteries,
For State Senator
parattve ease, their lone score being | poiky and Mackie: Stimpson. Lowell
FRED E. BURKETT
due to Wadsworth's double and a hot and Smith. Umpires. Black and Win
of Union
griunder by Wheeler which went capaw. Scorer. Winslow.
j through M Simmons. Brown held
• • • •
For Judge of Probate
St. George to flve hits, but all were
Rockland
3. Thomaston 5
HARRY E. WILBUR
; converted into the process of scoreHopes
of
winning
second money
of Rockland
' making. An exceedingly difficult foul
dwindled for Rockland in the early
I catch by Lord got a big hand.
half of yesterday afternoon's game
For Clerk of Courts
The second game went with equal
In Thomaston for the home team
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
ease toSt.George inspite of the i
,
, ,
.
,,
iscoredflve runs ui the first four innof Rockland
fact thatyoung Mackie passed
six '
i_ ingsand theGrays were
not even
I men. Two of these passes came in 1
,
j
„„
, close to getting a iman across the pan.
•
For Sheriff
I the third inning, and were coupled
6
J, ... , , . .
I
.
,
Lowell was retired in the first inning.
C. EARLE LUDWICK
with an error and a single, but bash- I
. .v j
. , „
.
—j
i and Stimpson who succeeded had the
ful Camden renounced the oppor-1
of Rockland
opposing batters buffaloed with the
tunity to score.
exception of Condon, who made four
For County Attorney
The features of this game were
. .,
.
.
.
. .
. .
successive hits, including a double
Dailey s one hand catch of I. Sim- I
. ,
JEROME C. BURROWS
_ „ . running
__ and Felt
made ___
a single_
mons, ,,
fly: Smalleys
catchwho
j
of Rockland
The Grays hit safely four times in '
of Leonard's fly: and the exceUent
the (fifth inning, netting three runs,
fielding pf M. Simmons.
For County Commissioner
and took the le'ad in the ninth on a
The scores:
ADIN L HOPKINS
single.
First Game
of Camden
Bohndell. Robbins and Dimick did
St. George
some fine work in the outfield.
e
bh
tb
po
a
ab r
For Representative to Legislature
The score by innings:
! I Simmons. 3b .. 3 3 3 4 12 0
Alan L. Bird. Rockland
Rockland
____ 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 1 3—8
Cleveland Sleeper. Jr.. Rockland I Davidson, lb .... 2 0 0 0 5 0 0 Thomaston........ 40100000 0—5
0
0
10
3
1
'
Archer,
cf
.....
...
0
Walter A. Ayer, Union
Base hits. Rockland 10, Thomaston
M. Simmons, ss 3 0 2 2 2 3 2
Charles F. Dwinal. Camden
10. Two-base hits, G. Robbins. Three0
0
10
3
0
0
Albert B. Elliot, Thomaston
base hit. Ellis. Base on balls, off Up- ;
3 0 0 0 7 0 0
Lloyd F. Crockett, North Haven
ham 2. Struck out, by Stimpson 2,
0
0
0
3
1
2
0
j Dowling, 2b
by Upham 2. Double play. Oney and
Hawkins, if...... 2 0 0 0 10 0
Connon. Errors. Rockland 5. Thom- j
“HAM” FISH COMING
0
0
0
0
1
2 0
i Colbath, p .
aston 4. Umpires. Sawyer and Fey- I
Former Captain of Harvard
ler.
Scorer, Winslow.
23 4 5 6 21 6 2
....
Football Team To Speak

//

,.

HARSHNESS

“EACH PIPEFUL of Prince Albert burns slower and cooler,”
says Bob Wright (ofcove). “Every

time 1 compare that big red econ
omy tin with ordinary packages,
I’m glad I’m a P.A. smoker.”
e 1988, B.

“TOBACCO experts will tell you that Prince
Albert has a special bite-removing process that
assures mildness and gets rid of throat harsh
ness,” remarks Alex Morrison.

DAVE M YRICK rolls tasty
cigarettes with Prince Al
bert in double-quick time.
Gives the credit to P. A.
“Prince Albert sort of fits
into the paper. There's no
waste,” Dave says. “And
P.A. can’tbebeatforrich,
flavory mildness, either.”

I.

lm.Hi Tob. Co.

PIPE SMOKERS, HERE’S A NO-RISK OFFER
THAT’S TOO GOOD TO MISS
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don’t find it the mel
lowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with
the rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this
date, and we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
(Signed)
J.Reynolds
North Carolina
£
L^ignea; R.
i\. j.
Reynolds Tobacco
l ooacco Company,
company, Winston-Salem,
Winston-:

Prince Albert

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

pipefuls of fragrant
tobacco in every 2-ounce tin of
Prince Albert

! saw a vessel disappear to the west- in and out of Bombay, 230 rupees. Two barrels of flour in Mobile, thq
| ward of that position. I have al- Compressing 948 bales of cotton at same year, at $27.50.
Remarkable Magazine For Recalling Loss of Bark Min-. I ways thought It was my father's ves $1 per bale at Mobile, Alabama. "I also have a letter of credit fori
sel.
Coppering the Minnie M. Watts at 700 lbs from Baring Brothers, for tha
Youth Teaches Sports and
n’e M. Watts and Some “My wife's grandfather, J. Morton, Liverpool, in 1877, for 383 pounds.
use of the ship L. B. Gilchest at tha
Skill
• Other Matters
started shipbuilding in Thomaston, Towing the ship L. B. Gilchrest from Chtncha Islands. Three pounds o|
In the year 1826. Among the ships he the Capes to Philadelphia. In 1866 for tea at <6.75 at Mobile in 1867."
Edwin S. Watts sends me an In built were the James Nesmith, 1850;
$225. Bought four barrels of flour in
Boys and young men who want to
Pardner
improve their crawl stroke, their teresting letter about the maritime Rochambeau, 1851; ship S. Curling Boston, in 1866. at $13.75 per barrel.
^homaston. Sept. 2
basket shooting, their hurdling, their 1 history of two Maine shipbuilding 1854; ship Eagle, 1859; ship Ocean
tennis backhand, or their ball carry towns. Before we go into It I would Chief. 1853.
ing, can enlist the aid of the na like to know if there are any old"My father was captain of the ship
tion's foremost coaches and players .
James Nesmith In the years 1860 to
ANNOUNCING
by subscribing to The American Boy timers forward who can give me some 1863. While lying at anchor In the
magazine and following the sports■ Information about the two Maine i Maritime Provinces,—I do not re- j
interviews and fiction stories that built ships or barks. Reaper and member which one—the ship was cut
Thrasher. They were built well along down to the water's edge by the cable
appear each month.
For the coming year staff writers toward the latter part of the last steamer Great Eastern. The ship S.
have gone to two of the greatest century. Shipmate Watts' letter Curling was commanded by my ma- J
football teams in the country—Min follows:
ternal grandfather. Capt. Saunders
"While on a trip to Manhattan Curling. The ship Ocean Chief was
nesota and Southern Methodist—for
first hand tips on strategy, blocking, Beach, Oregon, this summer I had built to sell in the New York market,
ball carrying, passing, and the flne the pleasure of reading a history of but, that market being dull, Capt.
points of line play. They have writ- I the towns of Thomaston and St. Curling was given full power of at
ten the story of Bobbie Wilson, All- George, Maine. Thomaston is called torney to take the ship to NewAmerican halfback.
the "town of a hundred captains,” Orleans. load cotton for Liverpool,
They have interviewed famous • and of these, 25 were of the Watts and sell her at that port. This he did ]
We take special pride in announcing the
track coaches like Bernie Moore and i family. My grandfather. Capt. Wil
receiving $86,000 for her. ,
Bob Simpson. Have gone to the Uni-' liam Watts, and my father. Captain
addition
of a new department to our serv
• • • •
versity of Oklahoma to learn "how Edwin Watts, were of that number.
"She cost $80,000 to build. She made i
ice—General Plumbing and Heating Engi
college champions wrestle, to Notre [ "My father, mother, brother, and two four passages from Liverpool to I
Dame for the story oi the building j
neering in all forms, headed by that master
sisters were lost in the bark Minnie M Australia In 83 days each. She was I
of a great basketball team. They ‘ Watts. They sailed from New York burned in Australia. The model of :
workman—
have sought out famous baseball May 20. 1883, bound for Portland the Ocean Chief was at the World ■
players, swimmers, tennic champions Oregon, loaded with rails and car Fair in Chicago in 1893. When a boy. [
and All-American backs, to get their wheels. July 20 they were spoken by I mac?; several voyages with my
story of how to play the game.
the J. B. Walker, of Thomaston, east father In the ship Levi B. Gllchrest
American Eoy fiction is jammed of Cape Horn. The week following, a and the bark Minnie M. Watts. My
who will be pleased to discuss your heating
with instructive background details British ship, during a heavy storm. brother was born on the ship James |
and plumbing problems at any time and
telling how to, play a better game.
Nesmith, in 1862 off the coast of j
make estimates.
And the rest of the magazine is
Brazil. In 1868, my father chartered '
Jammed with adventure, explora
j the ship L. B. Gilchrest to take 1600 [
tion. vocational help and articles
I
tons of coal from Liverpool to Bom- I
BUY
vital to boys.
bay for the P & O Steamship Co., at |
Ohio State University's track head,
42 shillings per ton. From Bombay
21 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 730
coach of the famous sprinter and
! he went to the Chtncha Islands and j
low hurdler, Jesse Owens, and him
PASSENGER—TRUCK
! loaded guano at 75 shillings per ton.
self a former hurdling star, first
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT
I have a large number of ship's bills j
USED CARS
learned to hurdle from articles in
of my fathers'—one for $400 for !
BOUGHT
AND
SOLD
The American Boy. “I used to cut
launch hire for guano at the Chincha |
out hurdling pictures and duplicate
Islands; towage bill for ship L. B.
them in front of a mirror. Then on j
RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND Ollchrest from Liverpool to Hoy- 1
the track I'd follow that form.”
57Ttf ' head in 1868 for 32 pounds. Pilotage |
Today thousands of future cham- I
pions are just as eagerly following I
The American Boy. Send your sub- '
scription to The American Boy. 7430
Second Blvd., Detroit. Mich. En
close with your name and address $1
for a year's subscription. $2 for
three years, and add 50 cents if you'
want the subscription to go to a for
eign address. On newsstands, 101
cents a copy.—adv.
108-109

THE AMERICAN BOY

OLD SAILING DAYS

A New Department
HEAT ENGINEERING
OIL OR COAL BURNING FURNACES
GENERAL PLUMBING

EDGAR L. “RED” NEWHALL

SAVE MONEY!

RETREAD TIRES

MCLOON SALES & SERVICE

MILLER’S GARAGE

FALL BARGAIN OFFER

FRIENDSHIP
Pythian Sisters will serve supper
tomorrow night (Wednesday* from
5.30 to 7.00. A Democratic rally will
be held at 7 30.
Don't miss hearing ex-Mayor Rob
ert A. Cony and Clyde H. Smith at i
Thomaston, Watts Hall Wed Sept. 9 (
at 7 30 p. m. Mayor Cony is a most]
enjoyable speaker, well known here.
Mr. Smith, candidate for Represen
tative to Congress, is a believer in old
age pensions. Music by the Camden ]
Band. Everybody welcome.
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Boston Evening Transcript
$5.50
ONE YEAR BY MAIL
FOR ONLY

(outside Boston Postal District,

Here is your opportunity to enjoy reading New England’s
best daily newspaper for one year at one-half the regular
subscription rate.
This offer is for the daily Transcript, six days a week, in
cluding the Big Saturday Transcript with Magazine and
Book Review Sections.

POLAND SPRING, MAINE
You will enjoy a wonderful holiday with every comfort and ideal
facilities for outdoor sport and pastimes

POLAND SPRING HOUSE

MANSION HOUSE

Open until October 5th.
Open until November 2d
Private Golf Course—18 Holes
First Tee and Eighteenth Green directly in front of hotel.
Swimming, Fishing. Upland Shooting, Partridge and Woodcock,
Tennis, Saddle Horses, Canoeing, Orchestra
Concerts twice daily. Dancing.
HOME OF POLAND WATER

Just send your remittance with mailing address and your
paper will start at once.

Poland Club Soda
and

This is a regular $11.00 Value

Poland Spring Ginger Ale

This offer expires October 15, 1936

(Dry and Golden,

NOW I EAT

CUCUMBERS
Upset Stomach Goes
in Jiffy with Bell-ans

Bell-ans
FOR iNDIOESTION

BOSTON EVENING TRANSCRIPT

MADE FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS

POLAND WATER

BOSTON, MASS.

Assuring Quality Beyond Comparison

You can get results by using The Boston Evening Transcript
Classified Ads.

HIRAM RICKER & SONS, Inc.
Natural

SOUTH POLAND, ME.
101*115

Ginger Ale

Every-Other-Day

Page Three

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 8, 1936
The Spanish Villa skating rink will
reopen Thursday night.

guests Sunday of Mrs. Caroline Mor- ,
row at Seal Harbor.
Forget-me-not Troop of Girl Scouts
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Robinson ot
Semites* Gramte C®m^aaa^
Opportunity Class meets at the
will resume meetings Monday at 3.30 Leominster. Mass., returned home yes
First Baptist Church Thursday night
standard at the Congregational terday after passing the weekend with
at 7.30.
chapel.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Dolham.
Representative
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Thompson and
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Castner are
The meeting of the Sunshine So
19)6 SEPTIMBER. 1936
Mr. and Mrs. Rensfrew Yeo re being congratulated on the birth Sat
ciety tomorrow will be held in the
turned yesterday to Medford and urday of a daughter, Donna Irene, at
»V V' • ' I , 1 3 4 5 Central Maine rooms.
Brighton, Mass., after being guests of the Lucette, Thomaston.
Famous New York Figure
Mrs. Mary Richmond.
6- 7 8 9 IO II 12
Funeral services for Clara B. Swift,
Patrolman Fred E. Achorn is back
13 14 15 l€ 17 18 -19
Mr. and iMrs. Maurice Hahn and who died Friday at her home at War- j
at
the
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 on his beat after a fortnight's vaca
Miss Thelma Stoddard motored Fri ren Highlands, after a long illness,
tion in New Jersey.
day to North Stratford, N. H., where were held Sunday at the home, Rev. |
27 28 29 30 . » . > .
Mr. and Mrs. Hahn spent the week H I. Holt officiating. Burial was at
The “Welcome Home” supper of the i
end. (Miss Stoddard returned home Fairview. Besides her husband, Harry
First Baptist Church will be served
after spending several weeks with Mr. Swift, she leaves three sisters, Mrs.
Wednesday night at 6.30.
and Mrs. Hahn.
Edward Sellers of Vinalhaven, Mrs.
Lee
Oliver of Rockland, and Mrs. Fan
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leland
Philbrook
and
The Nurses’ Association of Knox
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
family and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nor nie Thomas of South Thomaston
Sept. 7-9—Bluehill Fair.
Hospital
will
meet
at
the
Bok
Nurses
’
Sept. 7-12—State Fair at Lewiston.
wood and family, located for the past two brothers, Nathaniel Odiorne of
Sept 8—Appleton schools open.
Home Wednesday afternoon at 1.30.'
Sept. 8—St George schools open.
week at the William Cunningham cot Vinalhaven. and Richard Odiorne of
Brown, Black, Gray
Sept. 8—Rockland High School opens
tage at Crawford's Lake, returned Worcester, Mass. The bearers were
Sept. 8—Camden—Schools open.
News
has
been
received
here
of
the
Sept. 8—Warren schools open.
home Monday. The two families en Irving Spear, Clifford Overlook, Ralph
Sept 8—Mlrlnm Rebekah Lodge an sudden death of E. H. Fletcher, a
nual lair at Odd Fellows hall.
tertained Friday at a weinie and Miller and Roy Seekins, all of East
prominent
Brockton
attorney.
Obitu

Sept. 11-12—Monroe Fair.
com roast at the lake, guests being Warren, and Warren Highlands.
Sept 11—Rcekport-'~->ncert by Curtis ary deferred.
Institute artists In Town hall.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood. Mr. and
On the dinner committee at the
Sept. 14—State election.
Sept. 14—Stonington schools optu.
Mrs.
William Partridge, Miss Grace E. A. Starrett Camp Sons of Union
There will be no admission charge
Sept. 14—Hope schools open.
also listen to
Lawrence, Philip Simmons, Mr. and Veterans Auxiliary meeting for Wed
Sept. 14 -Rockport—Ballard Business for the entertainment at the Fair
School opens
Mrs. P. D. Starrett, Mrs. Alena Star nesday are Mrs. Rosina Buber, and
Sept. 14-15—Kiwanis Club play. "War held tonight at the I.O.O.F. hall by
ls Declared" In High School auditorium
rett and son Wayne all of this place, Mrs. Helen Hilton. Members not
Sept. 15—Rockland grade schools open Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
and Mrs. Annie Flint of Rockland.
Sept. 15-16—Unity Fair.
solicited are asked to take sweets.
Sept. 17-18—Biblical pageant. "The
Well
Known
Woman
’
s
Leader
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burns and
Anderson Camp, Sons of Union
The Congregational Ladies' Circle
First Commandment' at Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church.
daughter Betsey returned yesterday to will serve the monthly supper Thurs
Veterans will resume regular meet
8ept. 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair at
Bronxville, N. Y„ following a visit day the committee In charge being,
Union.
ings tomorrow night at 7 30. Initia
Black Only
Sept. 29—Knox Cpunty Teachers'
with Mrs. Nellie Orbeton.
tion
after
the
business
meeting.
Mrs. John Munsey, Mrs Fred Camp
Convention In Rockland
Oct ia-15-Topsham Fair.
Mr. and Mrs Samuel Rogers and bell, Mrs. Charles McKellar, Mrs.
THREE DEMOCRATS
UNION
A public card party will be held
Mrs. George Reed of Gloucester. Flora Peabody, Mrs. Arthur Peabody.
Golden Rod Chapter, O.ES., re
Wednesday afternoon at GA.R. hall
Mass., have been guests of Misses Mrs. S. A. Watts, Mrs. Harvey Buber,
sumes its meetings Friday night.
Miss Ida Hughes was guest Wed
under auspices of the Auxiliary of nesday of Mrs. Florence Calderwood, Address Rallies In Rockland Lizzie Winslow and Winnie Wins Miss Mary Wyllie and Miss Rosa
and Camden—Decry the low.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets S.U.V., Mrs. Emma Douglass, hostess. Burkettville.
Spear.
Thursday. There will be a covered All are welcome.
Mr. and (Mrs. James Beattie of
Hearst Influence
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Castner of
Mrs. Bernice Payson is substituting
dish picnic supper.
Miami, and niece, Miss Dorothy Sid- Milford. Mass., were guests overnight
for Mrs. Marsh at the sanitorium,
Judge E. W. Pike is spending a few
Democratic candidates Brann. Du dall of Southampton, N. S„ who have Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wil
while the latter is vacationing from
Mr. and Mrs. David Targatt of days at his Rockland home. He is
bord
and McLean Invaded Knox been visiting (Mr. and Mrs. H D. Saw son. On return Saturday they were
her duties as dietitian.
Wakefield Mass., visited Capt. Henry engaged in the examination of titles
Brown Only
County
last night with meetings in yer. went Friday to Boston.
accompanied by Mrs. Castner's
Mr. and Mrs. Irving French of Bel
for the Resettlement Administration
R. Huntley Friday.
Different arrangements lor enter daughter Patricia Watts, who spent
Rockland and Camden. Those who
mont,
Mass.,
were
holiday
guests
ot
in Washington County.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes.
saw the small gathering on the Cour. taining the director. Miss Marguerite the summer with her grandparents.
* Thomas Pietroski. bell hop at The
Haskell, and the cast of the plays,
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith of East
Mr. and Mrs. George Fossett and House lawn doubtless smiled when
Thorndike Hotel, has been spendmg
Baraca Class of the Methodist
"Presenting Polly" and “More Power Douglas, Mass., passed the weekend
—Money
Church will have box lunch supper children and Mr. and Mrs. F. M. they read in a morning paper that To You" given under the auspices of
a few days at The Hub.
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson.
So
confident are we that these values are extraordinary . . .
Lucas
are
on
a
motor
trip
through
the
speakers
were
welcomed
in
Rock

at the St. Clair cottage. Ash Point
the Woman's Club recently, have been
60 certain are we of the quality and style ... so much faith
land by “between 800 and 1000 per
Union Pair signs are beginning to tomorrow The hostess, Mrs Lena northern New York and Montreal
have we in the savings we offer in this sale that
made for Friday night. The group
Don't miss hearing ex-Mayor Rob
Carleton Payson leaves soon to en sons" and that the rally “was the will be honored at a 6 o'clock sup
we UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEE to refund your
appear on car bumpers. It will re Stevens, will serve coffee.
ert
A.
Cony
and
Clyde
H.
Smith
at
money within 30 days from date of purchase lf you are not
largest In the Democratic party's his
ter Kent's Hill Seminary.
quire two months for this popular
per at the Congregational chapel, Thomaston, Watts Hall. Wed. Sept. 9
completely satisfied.
Women's Foreign Missionary So
exposition.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Hannon and tory In Rockland.”
given by the club, the committee be at 7.30 p. m. Mayor Cony is a most
This paper certainly has no desire
ciety of M. E. Church will meet children of Massachusetts are visit
—3 WAYS TO PAY—
ing Mrs. Carrie R. Smith, Mrs. Nancy enjoyable speaker, well known here.
Bob Demuth begins his two weeks' Thursday afternoon at 2.30 in the ing relatives and friends In town.
to minimize the opposition's efforts,
Clark, an# Mrs. Flora Peabody.
Mr
Smith,
candidate
for
Represen

1. Cash. 2. Approved Charge Account. 3. Budget.
vacation Monday from Perry's Mar small vestry with Mrs. Minnie Rogers
Mrs. Irving Rich and children have but In the opinion of several dis
Dr. Leland Shafer and Dr. Bertha tative to Congress, is a believer In old
ket. He will spend it with his fam as program leader. This is the an returned from two weeks' visit with interested persons there were not 200
age pensions. Music by the Camden
ily at Moosehead Lake.
persons on the Court House lawn at Shafer and nephew Don Shafer, ar
^^^SENTER CRANE COMPANY
nual meeting.
relatives in Lowell.
Band. Everybody welcome.
rived
Wednesday
by
motor
from
Chi

any stage of the proceedings. Many
Mrs.
Zena
Nelson
went
Saturday
107-108
The machine age has struck the
The Rockland Townsend Club will
cars were parked around the two cago, and accompanied by Mrs. Sha
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
City Building where the new auto meet at K. P. hall tonight at 7.30 on a short trip to LaGrange.
available sides of the square, but fer's cousin, Mrs. Nora Russell, have
BORN
Mrs. Irving Mathews and son Bob Quite a number of them bore the taken the Montgomery cottage at
matic coal stoker will soon be attend All members should attend as there
—At Portland. Sept 5. to Mr
ing to the comforts of the inmates are important matters t be voted by spent'last week with Mr. and Mrs. bumper signs of a Republican candi Martin's Point, Friendship, for a TALBOT
and Mrs William D. Talbot, a daugh
week.
Edward
Mathews.
ter. Marlon Hewett.
upon concerning the election Monday
date.
Labor Day upset two schedules— Beano and a free lunch after the
Mrs. Susie Philbrook, Mrs Herbert CASTNER—At Thomaston. Sept 5. to
Miss Annie M. Rhodes will teach
The meeting, however, was an ex
Mr. and Mrs Arnold Castner. of War
the City Government which will hold meeting.
the school at the Head-of-the-Lake cellent one, and those present heard Waltz, Mrs. Alice Cook, Mrs. Viola
ren. a daughter. Donna Irene.
its monthly session tomorrow night;
Durgin. Mrs. Charles Young of War BODMAN—At Rockland. Sept 5. to Mr.
in Hope this fall, boarding with Mrs. three very capable speakers.
and Mrs. E W. Bodman. a son.
and the Kiwanis Club which meets
Benjamin Nichols.
Edmund W
“I don't believe,” said Gov. Brann ren, Miss Flora Fish of Rockland,
THE
BOK
EXHIBITION
GAME
tonight.
Wallace Creighton has returned to “that they can tell the people of anti Mrs. Addie Jones of Thomaston
MARRIED
Cambridge after visiting relatives in Maine how they should vote. I don't are spending a week at the Vannah
hollowing the terms of the
Snow struck Moosehead Lake dur
cottage
at
Martin's
Point.
Friendship.
LADD-SMALL
—
At New York. Sept 5. by I
town.
believe that all their money and the
Bok prize contest, tne cham
Rev. Randolph Rav. Clifford E. Ladd 1
ing the weekend, or so one might
Mr. and Mrs. Wainwright Green
Mrs.
Earl
Butler
and
Mrs.
Reta
and
Miss Mary E. Small, both of
influence
of
William
Randolpn
pionship Camden team will play
think by examining the hotel register
Rockland.
Storer recently entertained the Jolly Hearst will Influence the mind of the and son Robert of Millinocket were
the runners-up at Camden
ANDERSON-LINDSEY — At Rockland.
which showed George of Miami, Her
recent
guests
of
Mrs.
Alice
Cook.
Club
at
a
weinle
roast.
voters of Maine. They have but one
Sept 6. by Rev Charles E Brooks. |
Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock,
bert of Freeport. Daniel of Bath and
Arnold M Anderson of St. George and '
Mrs. Martha Kalloch, who received
Mrs. Carrie Mank is visiting rela purpose and that is to defeat the
at which time first prize of $250
Bernice Mae Lindsey of South Thom
WATTS HALL, 7.30 (D. S. T.)
Fred and John of Rockland, there on
treatment
for
a
broken
shoulder
at
aston.
tives
in
Boston.
Governor of Maine in order to help
will be awarded to Camden and
WALTZ-HOAK—At Waldoboro. Sept 5. '
a fishing trip.
Knox
Hospital,
is
at
the
home
of
her
Miss Isabelle Abbott has completed the Governor of Kansas. I think
second prize of $100 will be
by Rev. Horace M. Taylor. James A i
her duties at the Fossett Ice Cream the people of Maine will decide to daughter. Mrs. Clarence Spear.
Waltz and Miss Cora A Hoak, both of
awarded
to
the
Rockland
Grays,
The second game in the city cham
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Ellis Spear, Jr., returned
Bar and leaves soon for Colby Col take care of their own governor, that
these prizes were donated by
pionship series between the Rockland
PACKARD-NUTT
— At West Rockport, j
Thursday
to
Newton
Centre,
Mass.
Curtis Bok of Philadelphia car- | lege.
Sept. 5. by Rev. S. E Packard. Vernon
is. if he has been of any service to
Grays and Pirates will be played atI
Packard of Warren and Miss Dorothy |
Jeruel Hart is being caref rod at the
At Ye Greene Arbour recent guests them in these last few troublesome
rying out the custom begun by {
Nutt of West Rockport.
Community Park Wednesday after-'
home of Mrs. Alzada Simmons.
Included:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
C.
Gray,
years."
Speakers:
his father, t,he late Edward W. |
noon at 5.30 o'clock. The Grays ar?
Mrs. Florence Torrey of Franklin.
St. Johnsbury, Vt.; Mrs. A. L. SouthDIED
Mr.
Dubord
declared
that
President
one up. but the Pirates are not go-,
wick, Baltimore; Mr. and Mrs. Carl Roosevelt has done more for the Mass., has been guest of her sister, WATTS—At Thomaston, Sept 7, Mary J .
ing to wait for their ninth inning I
daughter of Samuel and Clarissa M
Webster, Ada Whitney, Helen Duval. youpg people in the last three years Mrs. Curtis C. Starrett.
Watts Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock
rally next time.
A. H. Flood, 96 of Burlingame. Somerville. Mass.; Dr. and Mrs. R. than was done in the 20 years previ
Mrs. Nancy Eastman and Miss Clara
from 22 Knox street.
_____
Former Mayor of Augusta
Eastman have returned to Lyndon STARRETT—At Los Angeles, Aug. 19.
Calif., died Sunday morning at his Dresser, Chestnut Hill. Mass.; Mr. ous to Roosevelt.
Frederick L. Starrett. a native of
Those who attended the Educational' summer home at Holiday Beach. and Mrs. Paul Vancini. New Bedford,
Centre, Va., where Miss Eastman will
Thomaston, aged 69 years. 6 months.
“And in four years," said Mr Du
Club's picnic at Mrs. Minnie Miles' Funeral services will be held at the Mass; Lena Burton, South Kent,
18 days.
resume teaching after passing the
bord.
"the
Democratic
Governor
has
home looked upon it as a happy co cottage Wednesday and interment will Conn.; Georgia Dewey, Bronxville,
SWIFT—At Warren. Sept. 4. Clara B .
greater
part
of
the
summer
at
her
wife of Harry A Swift, aged 56 years.
incidence that the two prominent be in the Bay View Cemetery. The N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Ernst, put Maine on the map and has made home here.
1 month. 29 days.
speakers should be Bowdoin Class deceased is survived by his 'wife, Weston. Mass.; Nathalie Hayland. it take its rightful place of leadership
FLOOD
—At Owls Head, Sept. 6. Alvah
Miss
Blanche
Allen
has
returned
to
H Flood, aged 96 years. 6 months. 2
among the states of the Nation."
mates—Hon. William S. Linnell of Grace Austin Flood.
Boston
after
visiting
Mrs.
Clarence
days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock
New Haven, Conn.; Marion Keyes.
“The young men and women of
at Burpee's Parlors.
Portland and Prof. Wilbert Snow of
Newton, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Storer. Maine in my opinion,” said Mr. Du Peabody.
GROVER -At Rockland. Sept. 5. Ernest
Wesleyan University.
Their ad
Mrs. Carrie Clark returned Thurs
Grover, aged 15 years. 1 month. 11
Senator Burke of Nebraska, Con Lexington, Mass.
bord,
"feel
that
the
election
of
the
days.
dresses and informal badinage proved gressman Edward C. Moran Jr., Scott
A dinner party was given recently present Democratic candidate in day to Weymouth. Mass., after being
them to be on opposite sides of the
F. Kittredge and James E. Connellan by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carter of Maine holds more of promise not only overnight guest of Mrs. Laura Seavey.
political fence, however.
Miss Aria Fritz returned Saturday
were guests Sunday of Rodney Feyler Rockland in honor of Rev. and Mrs. for the immediate present but for
on a deep-sea fishing trip. Sunday B. P. Browne, Holyoke. Mass., Misses the future. Give America four more to Hartland after spending a few days
In the course of h.s extensive sea
night they were dinner guests at the RachelS. Browne. Priscilla A. Browne. years of President Roosevelt and give with Lois Bazemore.
travels Edward Gonia has been a
Miss Eleanor Goodwin of Kenne
South Thomaston home of Mr. and Benjamin J. Browne and Marcia C. the State of Maine a forward looking
visitor at Tampico, Mexico, and while
bunkport
arrived Friday to spend the
Mrs. Kittredge, where they were Brown.
administration and Maine will live up
there, was induced to attend a bull
weekend with Mrs. Edgar Barker and
A contract bridge party given by to its motto, "Dirigo.”
joined by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
fight. His impressions of that “sport"
Camilla Yesger, Tufts College, in
Emery.
Ernest L. McLean declared the will resume her duties today as as
and others which he gained in the
cluded Louise Orbeton, Edna McKin election of the Democratic candidates sistant at the High School.
Mexican city he will present before
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Maxey of
The Knox and Lincoln County ley, Alice Jameson, Ethel Lovejoy, held forth to the people “performance
the Rockland Liens Club Wednesday.
Ruth Ellingwood, Eva Hellier and instead of promises.” He said that a Rockland are occupying the upper (
Conference
of
the
Second
Advent
Ed is one of the oldest members of
Harriett Stickney.
continuance of federal aid for so floor of the A. O. Spear place at the
the Rockland Club and the boys will Christian Church will meet with
The
Star
Circle
will
serve
a
pupblic
cial
security, protection and for pub monument.
Minturn Church Sept. 17 and con
be out In force to hear him.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Smith and
lic construction, and highways can
tinue until the 20th. Ministers and dinner Thursday.
daughter
Edna and son Arthur ol
Guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vivian
Han

only be assured by the election of
Capt. J. H. Melvin's memory is in delegates are expected to rally to this non are Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Rob
Democratic candidates to Congress, Versailles, Conn., were guests last
meeting
and
make
it
a
success.
Tiie
prime condition, and he calls to
steamer will leave Rockland daily at inson (Dorothy Morine), Miss Lois The next President, the Senate and week of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith
mind some vessels which were not
1 p. m., for Swan’s Island. Cars will Lake and Frances Galant, all of Port the House will be Democratic, he here and of relatives in Union.
named in previously reported lists—
Glenn Ross of Versailles, Conn.,
said, and for that reason Maine
take the people to Minturn. Enter land.
Bark Eva H. Fish, Capt. Moses Fishtainment will be free and everyone Miss Doris Heald of Camden begins should have Democratic represen visited Saturday with Mr. and Mrs.
Schooner Emma C. Verrill, Capt. Al
her second season here today. All tation in Washington.
Roy Smith.
is welcome.
bert Fales; Schooner Yacht Wan
types of dancing will be taught,
George Carr and Jacob GegcmAt the Camden rally Mrs. Charles
derer, Ship Clarissa Bird, Capt. Han
classes to be held each week at the Dana Gibson, wife of the noted art heimer, who have been occupying
A.
Raymond
Rogers
of
Waterville,
son G. Bird; Schooner S. C. Loud
Town hall.
ist, and the original Gibson girl, pre the Eastman cottage at Crawford
and Schooner Fannie Bucklin. The the Union Party candidate for Con
Dr. Leland Gilcrest and two sisters sided. In presenting Governor Brann Lake for the summer, returned Sat
Wanderer, reported to have been a gress will arrive here with friends and a friend of Montclair, N. J..
she led him to the edge of the plat urday to Philadelphia.
slaver, was bought by Rockland par Wednesday afternoon, accompanied called last Thursday on Mr, adn Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKellar,
form and called the audience to Its
ties; rebuilt by I. L. Snow & Co., and by the sound truck of the Union J. C. Creighton.
Mrs.
Caroline Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
’
feet “because I want you to know the
made the passage from Rockland to Party, and speak later in the day at
Parlier McKellar and son Robert,
best
Governor
that
Maine
has
ever
Postoffice square, after which he will
Savannah in six days.
had, your friend and my friend, and Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Shaw and Mr. and
go directly to Rockport to keep a
the next United States Senator from Mrs. Sidney Wyllie were dinner
speaking engagement. Mr. Rogers
A beautiful model of the famous
Maine.
”
was born in Maine , educated in
clipper ship "Flying Cloud" may be
Maine schools, is a member of thp
seen at Miller’s Garage, 27 Rankin
Fair and sale of Taney articles at
Grange and American Legion, now
street, city. This authentic model
very reasonable prices, Tues. Sept. 8 by
prominent lawyer of Waterville. He
is 4 feet long and may be bought at
Langmaid Place. 347 Old County
Miriam Rebekah Lodge. Public sup
ls endorsed by the National Union for
road; large lot 12-room house with
a very reasonable price.
106-tf
per, I.O.O.F. hall, 35c.
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Social Justice.
barn connected, and contents of
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

WARREN

Hear a Speaker of National Fame
HAMILTON FISH, JR.

Far

LAPINS
$49.50
$58.00
$68.00

REPUBLICAN
RALLY

TALK OF THE TOWN

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Thursday, September 10 At 7.30 D. S. T.

'

Coat Sale

SEALINES
$58.00
$68.00
$78.00

MRS. PAUL FITZ SIMMONS

MENDOZA
BEAVER
$78.00

Refund Guarantee—

REPUBLICAN
RALLY
THOMASTON

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 9

I~i

ROBERT A. CONY

CLYDE H. SMITH

Young Republicans
of Knox County!

It is very important that all young Republicans, men and worn*
en, 21 to 50, be enrolled in the Young Republicans’ Club of Knox
County. There is no cost whatev er. It is earnestly desired that all
young Republicans men and women, be organized for work for the
general welfare of tbe State of Maine and the United States of
America and to secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity.
Sign the following clipping and mail it to Pres. Leroy A.
Black, lOSweetland street, Rockland. A worker will call on you.
There is absolutely no obligation with the signing.

For Immediate Sale

Elise Allen Comer School of the
Dance
ls open for enrollment from
SHIRLEY TEMPLE PERMANENTS
Sept. 5 to Sept. 12. Registration
$2.75
party for all pupils Saturday, Sep:
For the Month of September
12 from 2-6 p. m. School situated at
DELCINA’S BEAUTY SALON
10 Willow Street,
Rockland, Me. 22 Brewster St. Tel. 670, Rockland,
105*lt
Maine.
107tf

Children’s Special!

AMBULANCE SERVICE

■
Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662

9 CLAREMONT ST„ ROCKLANli

98tf

DENTAL NOTICE
Durinr the soring and summer sea
son will make appointments for
Tuesdays and Fridays.

fully furnished buildings; beauti
ful view "across the Meadow," ad
vantageous location; good furnace;
well
arranged
for overnight
tourists. Phone—

DR. J. H. DAMON

Frank H. Ingraham

Over Newberry’s 5c & 16c Store
TEL. 415-W
ROCKLANU

468, ROCKLANU

108-lt

Name..........................................................................

Address .....................................................................

I am interested in the Young Republicans’ Club of Knox County.
I know of...... others interested and not members.
107-108

Page Four
bronze holders. The decorations were
in charge of Mrs. A. R. Benedict, well
Waltz-Hoak
known in this and other states for
Saturday proved an Ideal day for her skill along this line.
the Waltz-Hoak wedding held in the
Before the ceremony, Mrs. GretBaptist Church at high noon. The chen Simmons sang, accompanied by
entrance hall and auditorium were John Heiser of Bremen and Somer
ville, Mass. Mr. Heiser also played
beautifully decorated with cedar
the Lohengrin march at the entrance
trees as a background for pink
of the bridal procession.
gladioli and aisle baskets of cosmos.
The bride, Miss Cora A. Hoak, was
The white altar table was flanked
on either side by white candles in tall charmingly gowned in white lace

WALDOBORO

oqp A T> THEATRE . . .

O1

IV WALDOBORO

MONDAY AND TUESDAY, SEPT. 7 AND 8

“SHOW BOAT”
(Version of 1936)
ALLAN JONES
CHARLES WINN1NGER

IRENE DUNNE

THURSDAY, SEPT. 10

“PRIVATE NUMBER”
LORETTA YOUNG AND ROBERT TAYLOR__________
FRIDAY, SEPT. 11

“MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION”
IRENE DUNNE AND ROBERT TAYLOR____________
SATURDAY, SEPT. 12

“CHARLIE CHAN AT THE CIRCUS”

with a long veil fashioned with halo
effect and carried a shower bouquet
of bride's roses and swansonia. She
was escorted by her father. Millard E.
Hoak. who gave her in marriage. The
matron of honor, Mrs. Leon A.
Achorn of Belmont, Mass, was
gowned in peach-colored lace, wear
ing a hat of brown velvet and carry
ing Talisman roses and blue del
phinium.
James A. Waltz, the groom, was
attended by Leon A. Achorn. The
ushers were Perley Waltz, brother of
the groom. Garland Day, Ernest
Boggs and Benjamin Geele. Rev.
Horace M. Taylor, pastor of the
Baptist Church, officiated. Following
the wedding a reception was held
with Mr. and Mrs. Millard Hoak.
parents of the bride, and Mr. and
Mrs. Alden W’altz, parents of the
groom, assisting in receiving with the
bridal party. After a wedding trip
the couple will make their home in
town.
Mr. Waltz is a graduate of Waldo
boro High School and the New Eng
land School of Anatomy, Boston. He
is well known as an undertaker in
this and other towns. Mrs. Waltz is
also a graduate of the Waldoboro
High School and is employed in the
Medomak National Bank.

WARNER OLAND .AND KEYE LUKE
MATINEE 2.30 P. M.

Special!

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 8, 1936

$10.00 Given Away Each Saturday Night
in Three Prizes
107-108

PAROWAX

1
Relieved and gratified, to use his
own words, after seeing the Warner
production of hls "Anthony Adverse,"
Hervey Allen departed Manhattan
confident that) the thousands of New
Yorkers who have read his book will
find the motion picture version a
satisfying reprise of an important
part of his thousand and one or
more pages of compelling adventure.
Mr. Allen left to join his family in
the countryside around Syracuse
whither they had fled to escape the
heat along Maryland's Eastern
Shore. It is Said that Mr. Allen is a
family man, safely pictured as tall,
solid, sometimes bespectacled, sur
rounded by children and admiring
dogs, patiently striving to bring to
fruition his new novel. Warner
Brothers have chopped, his book in
two, leaving enough for a sequel in
case the demand warrants such a
novel procedure, yet Allen is a
rooter for the cinema.
The title of his new book, "Action
at Aquila" is alliterative like "An
Members of three succeeding generations—Loui*e Latimer as the daugh- j
thony Adverse," and also contains
ter. Frank M. Thomas as her father and Fred Stone as her grandparent—
fourteen letters. This is no coinci
are seen in a decisive moment in “Grand Jury,” melodrama of a one-man
dence: Mr. Alien is a hunch player.
crime clean-up.—adv.
• • • •
Fannie Hurst, daughter of the
owner of a large Middle Western
shoe factory, started writing while
still a student at Washington Uni
versity. Two years after her arrival
in New York, she sold her first story
The next eleven were rejected 8he
now has eight or more novels to her
credit, as well as hundreds of short
stories and *several motion-pictures.
She works six hours a day in se
clusion. but lives vigorously the rest
of the time, and takes an active in
terest ln public affairs. She keeps
a menagerie of pets. Including a
monkey. She was named by Col.
Edward M. House as one of 15
women capable of filling a high
government post.
• • • •
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HORIZONTAL
1-Capltal of Ontario
7- Father of Engliah
learning
8- Organs of hearing
10- Pecuniary penalties
11- Anoint
13- Pronoun
14- Sci ntil late
16-A constellation
18-A metal
20- Sainte (abbr.)
21- Possessive of Ann
22- A title (Sp.)
24-Landed properties
26-Residence (abbr.)
28- Sailor
29- Excessive fatness
33-Pertaining to the
trunk of a tree
36- Ascend
37- Of age (Lat. abbr.)
39-Bird home

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
40- Affirmative reply
41- Easlly broken
43- Farm animal
44- To overthrow by
contrary evidence
46-Drlnk to the health
of
48- Not any
49- Suggeat Indirectly
50- Accost

VERTICAL
1- Half a score
2- Lyric poems
3-Grates
4-Closest
5- An armored car
6- Crude matal
7- North American
buffalo
9-Slope
10-lgnite

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12- Eagle
13- Annala
15-Conaumed
17-Affirms
19-The Scandinavian
people
21-First Jewish high
priest
23-Portuguese coin
25-A flap
27-Began
30- Framework for
carrying a corpse
31- Prussian city
32- Affirmatlve reply
34- Smallest
35- Assistant (abbr.)
38-A tax of one-tenth
41- An ample stock
42- Girl’s name
45-Large serpent *
47-Answer (abbr.)

(Solution to previous puzzle)

artists. Let the pupils be told some- j
thing of Leonardo for a change.
"I want the next generation to be i
given a chance to come to him fresh,
to discover his genius anew, to in- j
terpret it on terms of their own;
secret lives. I want them to be al-,
lowed, wfien they are young men and
women, to think their own thoughts j
about him. so that they may fall ‘a
love with him as they now may fall
in love with Marvell or Shellev or
Byron. A poet is barren unless we
love him; he has nothing to give
except to the hungry."

Noting Mary Ellen Chase's article
“The Abundant Life in Books," in the
September issue of Ladies Home
Journal, am reminded that I listened .
to a friend tell of hearing Miss Chase
recently at University of Maine. In
this lecture the Maine author told
ROCKPORT
how she writes and so on, and also
“The American Flaggs" by Kath
_
,
,
Gals, gags and gangs combine to make a new riotous film hit in which enlarged at quite some length on fthe leen Norris has been termed a mag-1 _
, .. .
.1 The Snows have closed their cotGuy Kibbee (center), Warren Hull, Alma Lloyd and an all star cast turn a value of Maine traditions. Evidently nificent and tender novel that makes
and returned
Miss Chase deeply loves Maine, yet you glad to be alive and an Ameri-f*®86 at Ballard
new and funny light on business and mobsters in "The Big Noise."—adv.
this friend could not reconcile the can. It is Mrs. Norris' most memor- ! Friday to Freeport,
Mrs. Myron Parker and son Myron
Lake, have returned to Plainfield,: polished English diction she uses with able novel since “Certain People of
FRIENDSHIP
N Y. Mrs. Josie Burns who has i “Maine tradition.'' I have heard Importance' and as American as a 0[ Searsport were weekend guests of
cold plunge in a mountain lake, as
and Mrs
Rjder
Perley Benner has employment at been their nousekeper for the summer others comment on this point.
• • • •
samplers and blue teapots.fi sausage ,
the Morse Boat Building Corp. in is employed at Prof. Henry Chaun
The undying story of Lawrence of and apple pie. men in white flannels.
Air. ant^ Mrs. Arthur S. Cleveland
Thomaston
cey's. Forest Lake.
Arabia has gone again Into print— spacious lawns, popcorn, circuses. |
Houlton visited Thursday at the
Gus
Sweetland
of
Newton
Center
Those who attended the Wellington
this time In the form of a biography Thanksgiving dinner, and all the ar-l home of. Mr and Mrs. Elmer C. St.
Smith concert In Thomaston were: has had repairs made on his Martin’s
by Charles Edmonds (D Appleton-; ray of things behind the Stars and I Clair.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Wotton. Mr. Point cottage.
Century Company). A reviewer says Stripes.
( Mrs Marguerite Schneider of Wee
and Mrs. Percy Wotton, Mrs. Mamie The sale and supper recently spon
that this book takes a worthy place
hawken, N. J., has returned home
Wotton, Mrs. Geneva Thompson. Mrs. sored by the Methodist Ladies Aid
among the life stories of great fig
Not often does a dedication throw after several weeks' visit at Villa
Gertrude Oliver. Mrs. Lavinia Whit-1 under the capable management of
ures of world history. Mr. Edmonds' so much light on a book as does Ridge cottage. Ballard Park.
ney. Mrs. Olive Noyes, Chester Brown, j Mrs. Helen Simmons and Mrs Genie brief, clear and exceedingly well- [
the inscription on the flyleaf of I
Simmons
with
helpers,
netted
$40
and Llewellyn Oliver, the latter being
written record undoubtedly will "Light of the Years" from the pen of I, Mrs. Annie Gardiner and Mr. and
from the supper and $28 70 from the >
a member of the chorus.
bring Lawrence's life and personality Grace Noll Crowell. Mrs. Crowell' ^rs Earl Pierson were dinner guests
Dr. E. F Chauncey and daughter sale of fancy articles in charge of within the acquaintance of a wider dedicates her poems with affection Thursday of Mrs. Mary Whitman at
Peggy and son Prof Henry Chauncey Mrs. Susan Wotton and Mrs. Allie public and also form a good supple to her fellow-men. Her message is the Carleton Homestead
motored to Castine Wednesday to Crouse.
Miss Catherine Simonton and Miss
ment to the books already at hand. for all mankind, and if the Deity
visit Dr. Chauncey's brother Duncan A new cottage, bungalow style, has It is a record in which the author has [ appears more often in her pages Anna Faille were dinner guests
been built on the R. J. Condon estate
Chauncey who is ill.
made a distinct effort to avoid sen than is today generally customary Thursday of Miss Mabel Pottle.
at Hatchet Cove.
Mrs. Carrie Sampson of Bath is
timentalizing
or romanticizing his with poets. He is not a sectarian
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pierson and four
Mrs. Everett Thompson of Hatchet
guest of her sister Mrs. Albion Wot
Cove has closed her home and is in subject, or playing up elements that De'ty. Rather is He a name for a children returned Friday to Water
ton.
are spectacular, or even that are un gu'ding concept. In thc open.ng bury, Conn., after a visit of two weeks
Portland for the winter.
Mrs. Winnie Sherman visited her C. Scot Carter has had a thriving usually picturesque. And of course stanzas of the book Mrs. Crowell with her mother, Mrs. Annie J. Gard
cousin Mrs. Albion Wotton a few boatbuilding business this season hav with such a hero as Lawrence and writes:
ner.
Looking back along the years
days recently before leaving for Con ing completed a large fishing boat for such a career as his, the book gains
Beginning Friday the weekly meet
I can see the hand of God
necticut to spend the winter.
Leading me down every road
ings of the Fred A Norwood W.R.C.
Portlanfl owners, a pleasure Priend in impressiveness by such conscien
That my feet have trod
Leonard Stetson went Thursday to ship sloop for a Port Clyde resident tious care.
Will be held in the evening instead
• • • •
So today why should 1 doubt.
Thomaston to stay a couple of days and a small boat for a Jefferson
of afternoon as has been the custom
And
today
why
should
1
fear?
Charles Morgan, noted English
while he receives optical care.
Sometime I shall look and see
during the summer.
party.
Even now. God near
Mrs. Henry Chauncey and son Ed The McGarney cottage at Martin's author, has a most interesting arti
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence will
There are myriads whose minds
gar who spent a few days at Prospect Point has been closed for the season cle in the latest New York Times
move this week from Rockland into
Harbor, have returned to their cot and the family have returned to New (Sunday edition), entitled "Why Not are akin to Mrs. Crowell’s; there the former Emma J. Shepherd house
a Holiday from the Bard?" Mr. must also be many who will not feel
tage at Forest Lake,
Jersey. Mrs. McGarney bought the
on Commercial street, which they re
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burns of Richards camp and lot and has had Morgan says that the performances such kinship The former will find cently bought. A crew of men from
in
her
gentle
and
uplifting
verse
of Shakespeare that are being given
Damariscotta were guests Sunday of a bungalow built.
Rockland have been busy the past
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E A Burns. George Mitchell of Massachusetts this summer in the Open Air Theatre solace and inspiration. And as her two weeks with repairs and improve
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton were has bought the land formerly owned at Regent’s Park (London) prompt verses are always expertly, though ments on the property.
recent supper guests of their daugh by Naomi Bossa and is building a in him the heretical thought that facilely turned, and her spirit in
ter Mrs Myron Mank, Rockland, it house. John D. Mitchell has the con not only the English but perhaps the variably noble and serene, even the
ST. GEORGE
English-speaking peoples would bene least move must be willing to agree
being Mr. Wotton’s birthday. Other tract.
guests were Miss Mabel Wotton, Wilbur G. Wotton and son, Don fit by a holiday from Shakespeare, that she leaves
Don't miss hearing ex-Mayor Rob
—her native air
Luther Wotton, Edmund Wotton, son ald of Rochester, N. H„ were recent and that in the end Shakespeare
ert A. Cony and Clyde H. Smith at
The sweeter for. her song.
Lee, and Hugh Benner.
guests of M. and Mrs. A. E, Wotton. would benefit accordingly. He main
Thomaston, Watts Hall. Wed Sept. 9
Rev. and Mrs. G. L. Vannah are on R G. Condon has built two small tains that there is an atmosphere of
at 7.30 p. m. Mayor Cony is a most
I a motor trip to the Gaspe peninsula, sail boats for summer residents the piety and good works about Shakes
enjoyable speaker, well known here.
pearean productions nowadays which
with Rev. and Mrs. Joffarain of Ban- past season.
Mr. Smith, candidate for Represen
1s cramping and destructive, even
j gor.
tative to Congress. Ls a believer in old
when given out under the open sky.
Recent callers at Albion Wotton’s
age pensions. Music by thc Camden
Quoting: “Shakespeare stands in
j were Mr. and Mrs. John Sampson
Band. Everybody welcome.
a
category by himself. He has been
and daughter of Bath. Mr and Mrs.
INDIGESTION
107-108
Edmund Wotton, daughter Joyce and • Avoid stomach distress such as belch consistently thrust down the people’s
ing, nausea, burning stomach, gas pains,
throats for years. They have been
son Lee of Owl's Head. Mr. and Mrs. headache and constipation.
Find out now about VAYLO, a treat
taught that there are two classes of
Myron Mank and daughter Lucille •ment
intended for GASTRO IRRITA
j of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Frank TION. CH RONIC INDI G E S T I O N, poets—Shakespeare and the rest,
HEARTBURN and other distress due to
which is an extravagant way of as
Wotton of Waldoboro, Mr. and Mrs. Stomach Acidity.
The unusual merit of VAYLO. which is
serting his ascendancy. By treating
Chester Wotton and daughter Lee, •helping
•ATEJ1
so many, will he explained to you
Miss Marguerite Creamer, Miss Fran by the registered pharmacist at: C< MINER him as a god, an institution, a sub
Ingle
to Your hotel in BOSTON
DRUO STORE INC., cor. Main & Lime
ces Burns, Mrs. Evelyn Durand Mrs. rock Sts., Rockland. Your money will he ject for schools; by pulling his plays
fcuMahlMIMV
gladly refunded if you do not receive
[ Daisy Simmons, Mrs. Genie Bram satisfactory relief after taking the treat to pieces line by line, and examining
500R 0OM4
each word in the spirit of Jealous
hall. Arthur Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. ment as directed.
Imu
KM*
Hi '"///,
«♦«**<» M
inheritors disrupting a will; by or
Charles Grant and son Lewis, all of
ganizing, in Stratford, annual fes
this town.
,
RADIO
VAYLo
tivals with processions and banners
Dr. and Mrs E. F. Chauncey of CoSERVIDOR
and ambassadors and feasts, we have
TUBS SHOWER
lumibus, Ohio, who have been occu
represented the greatest of our dra
pying the Dr. Sanborn cottage at
MANGER
matics as a bore.
Forest Lake for the summer will leave
WE BUY
Wednesday for New York, where they
“What is needed is a little healthy
« NORTH STATION
hunger for Shakespeare. It will never
will visit Mrs. Chauncey's brother be
•<
TRAIN- »«/«<■ ROOM*
be felt as long as the diet 1s com
fore sailing for Italy.
Dr. and Mrs. Randolph T. Major CLARENCE E. DANIELS
pulsory. The first step is to drop
JEWELER
and family who spent the summer at 370 MAIN ST,
him clean out of school curriculum
ROCKLAND
their cottage, Ledgewood, at Forest
except proportionately with other

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/*

FOR SURE JELLY
MAKING

GOOD LUCK

JAR RUBBERS
THREE CROW BRAND—PURE GROUND

MUSTARD . 2 JnSf 25c ■

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLeJ

STOPPERSISTENT

81c

CERTO

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

27c

THREE CROW BRAND

PICKLING SPICE mVxede . 2 pkgs 15c

LIFEBUOY SOAP

4

r
bars

25c

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
X‘- '

OLD GOLD

Every-Other-Day
LAW AND ANIMALS

All Sorts of Creatures Were
On Trial a F ew Centuries
Ago
"Woof, woof," was all the prisoner
could say for himself in a recent sen
sational trial. For the prisoned was
a dog.
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to guarantee due process of law in
reaching it. Appeals and new trials
were granted to condemned brutes.
Once when an executioner publicly
hanged a homicidal pig without hold
ing it for trial and conviction, for
his illegal act he was run out of town
ln disgrace. The law tolerated no'
undignified rushing of its animal
outcasts to the gallows; legitimate ex
penses for some medieval executions
included the cost of rope for bonds,
hire of a cart for riding that last
mile—and new gloves for the hang
man.
“Either codified law or primitive
tribal law has passed Judgment on
nearly everything on Noah's passen
ger list. Tribal justice has demand
ed a life for a life from crocodiles,
buffaloes, and lions. European law
courts have tried goats, cows, mules,'

"The trial of animals for murder
and mayhem was fairly common sev
eral centuries ago,” says a bulletin
from the Washington, D. C. head
quarters of the National Geographic
Society. "Primitive civilizations as
sumed that animals were man's
equals in intelligence and moral re
sponsibility, and held them equally
liable before the law. Today it Is
more usual to file suits against own sheep, and bulls Horses have been
ers Instead of their animal property. convicted of manslaughter but spared
Civil Courts For Domestic Animate, as too valuable to sacrifice to the de
Ecclesiastic for Wild Animals
mands of justice.
“European countries have a cen- ‘ “The United States has given dumb
turles-long record of hailing animals brutes the right of trial. Puritan
Into court. Rumor has It that stork I New England took legal toll of the
were brought to punishment ln 666, animal kingdom to the extent of
but archives are not complete for eight in New Haven and two in
cases earlier than that against moles Salem, the latter being dogs hanged,
ln the ninth century. In the fif for witchcraft. Elephants have been
teenth century especially, persecu formally sentenced to be shot for
tions by the score were brought slaying their keepers. One was ac
against rats, insects, and domestic quitted when circus employees testi
fied to its sweet disposition. Once,
animals
"It was in France, Switzerland, and however, when a circus elephant ran '
Germany that beasts most frequently murderously amuck among specta-1
locked horns with the law, and occa tors, the keeper and not the beast .
sionally ln Italy and Belgium. His was tried for second degree man
tory tells of trials also In Spain, slaughter.
"In ancient Athens a special court
Russia. Denmark, England and Scot
pondered
the legal rights of dumb
land. Even at that, it ls doubtful
animals or even of lifeless objects
whether history tells all.
"Murder was the usual charge Pigs which might be accused of crime. A
figured prominently among the duiftb .primitive Oriental tribe has been
criminals, no doubt because they known to punish a tree by chopping
mingled with their human neighbors It all to chips for permitting someone
in streets and peasant homes with to fall from its branches "

Page Five

AT HARVEY'S famous restaurant in Wash
ington, D. C., you enjoy thc same dishes that
delighted Mark Twain, Emerson, Booth, Taft,
and other famous men. What cigarette is pre
ferred here? Most emphatically, Camels. Julius
Lulley, host at Harvey’s, says: "Our diners agree
on Camels. Those who prefer quality food ap
preciate Camel's costlier tobaccos."

Camels add zest to meals —aid

digestion —increase alkalinity
USH and mental strain impede digestion by
. slowing down the flow of the digestive
fluids so necessary to proper, smooth digestion.
Smoking Camels assists digestion by increasing
thc flow of the alkaline digestive fluids in a

R
A CASHIER has to be
alert—accurate—pleasant.
Miss T. Lander, shown
at the ticket window of
a New York movie, says:
"Camels help my diges
tion — cheer me up. They
have a marvelous taste.”

LAWSON LITTLE
won both British and
American Amateur
Titles for two years in
a row. "Camels set me
right," he says. "And
at mealtimes, Camels
make food taste
better — help my di
gestion — give me a
cheery ’lift.’”

pleasant and natural way.

It is thus that Science explains the sense of
well-being that you experience after you dine
and smoke Camels. Make Camel your cigarette.
They set you right.

TROUBLE SHOOTER.
John A. Fury, telephone
linesman, says: "I'm a hearty
eater—like my food and like
it to agree with me. Camels
help digestion, and sure
make for a sense of well
being after meals. Camels
set me right!”

little restriction.
"Domestic animals were booked for
PORTCLYDE
charges before civil courts like hu
Mr and Mrs Ralph Sorenson and
man offenders, but wild animals were
son of Everett. Mass., are visiting I
committed to the judicial branch of
Capt Herbert Elwell.
the church. Ecclesiastical courts Miss Doris Prior of Friendship j
handled, suits even against snails
visited Miss Virginia Condon recent
I'M FOR CAMELS?
snakes, caterpillars, horseflies, grass
says Al Mingalone,
ly
NEW FULL HOUR RADIO DIRECT FROM
hoppers, dolphins, locusts, eels, and
Mrs. Sylvia Wallace of Friendship
HOLLYWOOD. Camel cigarettes bring you a new
Paramount News
most frequently rats. The accused,
Camel Caravan with Benny Goodman...Nat Shilkret...
has been guest of Mrs. Calvin Sim
newsreel cameraman.
Rupert Hughes, Master of Ceremonies.. .Hollywood
being dumb, would be assigned a glib
Guest Stars. Tuesday — 8:30 pra E.S.T. (9:30 pm
mons.
"Myexperience proves
human advocate, would have charges
E D. S. T.), 7:30 pm C. S. T„ 6:30 pm M. S. T.,
that Camels are a big
Rev Ernest Cooper of West Spring- ■
5:30 p m P. S. T. WABC-Columbia Network.
read loudly before their haunts or
aid to digestion.”
field. Mass., and Ogden Cooper of
holes, and were usually punished Iowa have been at the home of Mr.
with anathema and banishment.
and Mrs. Sidney Davis the past week I
"This procedure was followed in Mrs. Libby Barter of Wollaston '
the new world with a Canadian suit called Wednesday on Mrs. Alice Trus
parsonage, returned to Malden with
against turtledoves
TREMONT
JEFFERSON
SOUTH CHINA
sell.
J
them. On their return Mrs. Moody's
"Murder was not the sole crime Mrs Calvin Simmons visited friends j
which brought beasts before the bar In Friendship recently.
Mrs David Simpson and two sons.' Rev. and Mrs. Roy W. Moody mo mother and sister Mrs. Harrington
The field day of the Farm Bureau
Domestic animals in the house where
' Kennebec
and
East
Kennebec Mrs. John Houghton and George, tored recently to Newton, Mass, and Miss Ruth Pratt of Mattapan ac
Mrs. Leila Peterson and brother
companied them for a visit.
crime had been committed were con Herbert Hupper of Portland spent
Grange was held at Legion Park Wordsworth of Auburn and Mr. and
Rev. and Mrs. Perry L. Smith and Leslie Nelson of Somerville, Mass,
demned as accessories and executed a few days at Wawenock Hotel re
i Three Mile Pond with a fine program Mrs. Frank Richardson of this place children have returned from a vaca
spent the weekend with his family
Among the speakers were State Mas- spent Thursday with Mr and Mrs. tion.
ln accordance with an old South cently.
here.
Harold
Robinson
at
their
cottage.
|
ter
Richardson;
Clarence
Day,
for
German law. Oxen could be killed In
Mrs. Ada Bennen was in Danvers,
Mrs. Alan Scott (Bernice Kelley)
Mrs. Leslie Nelson (Blanche Ben
15 years the president of this Farm
early Rome for serving a farmer in Mass, recently, called by the death
Tlie Kings Daughters met Tuesday and children have returned to Som
son) entertained at a recent dinner
Bureau but now extension editor at with Mrs. Sylvester.
plowing dp a boundary marker.. Cer i of her sister.
ervllle, Mpss., after several weeks party in honor of her son Lewis' 16th
i Orono; Wesley Norton, present presitain ants were convicted, two cen
Mr and Mrs. Carlton and two passed with her parents. Mr. and Mrs birthday anniversary.
Mrs. Kessler, Mrs. Vreeland. Mr.
' dent and Mrs. Grace Frost, solicitor daughters who have been visiting Mr Jacob Kelley.
turies ago in Brazil, of undermining and Mrs. Forest Davis and Misses
Mr. and Mrs Fred Thurston have
for The Home for Little Wanderers Carlton's parents, have returned to
the cellars of a monastery and steal Ctetharlne and Leah Andrews spent
had as recent guests Mr. and Mrs.
to
attend
a
wedding.
Mr.
Moody's
i Vocal solos were also enjoyed.
ing flour. In Basel, Switzerland, in last Tuesday on Monhegan Island
Pittsburgh.
mother, Mrs. Alice Moody, who spent Harold Christianson iRuth Wilson),
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Esancy en1474, an aged rooster was solemnly
Miss Ginn of Auburn, R. I., is
Fred Tibbetts is on vacation.
several weeks with her son at the and two children of Portland.
! tertained Sunday at dinner. Mrs
tried and burned at the stake Ior spending a few days with Mrs. Ada
Richard
Cunningham,
son
of
Mr.
[ Lloyd Fitzgerald and children. Mr.
laying an egg.
Brennen.
and Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and daugh-I and Mrs R. Cunningham, Is recov
Mrs. Ellesson Hart has returned
Judge Awards Death, Imprisonment
ter and Mr and Mrs. Fred Poulliot ering from a recent severe fall.
from a visit in Portland.
or Diplomatic Immunity
Mrs. Myra Glidden has returned
and son of North Vassalboro. Later
Rev. John Holman recently at
from
the Memorial Hospital in Dam
"A dog found guilty of biting with
callers were Mrs. Esancy's mother
tended campmeeting at Alton Bay,
ariscotta where she underwent a sur
out first barking a warning was to be
Mrs
Eleanor
Payson
and
her
grand

N. H.
punished as for wilful murder, ac
son Raymond Ludwig and daughter gical operation.
Winston Broadbent entertained
cording to an ancient Persian law.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Carlton have
Faith of Hope, Mrs. Payson remain
several young friends at a party
In the Congo valley a thieving dog Wednesday afternoon at the Broading for a visit. Other callers at returned from a five days' trip dur
is hanged and left dangling as a bent cottage. Games were played
Esancy's include: Mr. and Mrs. Emil ing which they visited relatives, in
warning to humans with an over-de and refreshments served.
Randall of Providence, Mr. and Mrs. cluding their granddaughter who was
veloped acquisitive instinct. Drama
F. K Hussey and children and Miss born in Turkey where her father was
Mrs. Molly Seavey and daughter
tists have been driven to satire by Esther spent Saturday in Rockland
A cast of seasoned troupers, headed It presents Lederer as a European Agnes Taylor of Newtonville. Mass. a missionary educator.
some of the charges made against
About 20 from here attended East
Miss Mary Ames is ill and obliged
Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth Seavey of by the beloved Fred Stone, Billie Count who marries a wealthy Ameri
animals. Aristophanes made fun of Massachusetts and Tenant's Harbor Burke;that peer of all “gentlemen’s can girl and returns with her to her Kennebec Pomona at Chelsea and en- to cease the labor of love in gath
trying a dog for stealing a cheese, visited Mr. and Mrs Loren Teel re gentlemen," Ernest Cossart , and home in Arizona. Lederer. pleased joypd an excellent program. Mtss I ering aiid arranging flowers for artis
Grant Mitchell lend support to with the West, wants to become a Hudson of Winthrop gave an inter tic display each Sunday morning in
and more recently Racine w’rote the cently.
heartrending tragedy of a dog con
Mrs. Gussie Chadwick and Mrs. Francis Lederer European star, and cowboy and a rancher. Miss Sothern esting talk on her trip to Alaska last the First Baptist Church.
demned to the galleys for chicken Izetta Breese were recent guests of lovely Ann Sothern In Paramount's wants him to remain in braid and year. Past Master Abbott also spoke
Streeter 8prague and mother of
romantic film, “My American Wife,” spangles, because of social ambitions briefly.
stealing. leaving a bereaved family of relatives in Cushing.
Gardner, Mass , were dinner guests
Mrs. Herbert Esancy and daughters, Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Rosewill
six puppies!
Andrew and Edwin Gunn and sis which comes for Wednesday and inspired by her mother. Tlie con
flict leads the pair almost to divorce, Evelyn and Charlene and her mother.
“Beasts in the jungles of law meet ters Misses Isabelle and Marion Ginn Thursday.
Ware.
The story of “My American Wife” before they realize the unimportance Mrs. Payson were guests Sunday of
various fates. Most, when condemned of New York city have arrived at
John Aurkertell and grandsons,
to pay the extreme penalty, have been their cottage for a few weeks’ stay. ls taken from an original by Elmer of their squabbles and are reunited.— the Lloyd Fitzgerald family on a trip Teddy and David, and Florence Ware
to Gray where they picnicked with
hanged on special gallow’s, hanged by
Mrs Kipple Hall spent the past Davis and directed by Harold Young adv.
of Gardiner called recently on Mr
Mr and Mrs. William Ring. Tne
the hand legs to a bent tree, or cere week in Camden where she visited I
and Mrs. R. E. Ware.
group then went to Dry Mills to visit
moniously knocked in the head. Some friends.
Miss Ruth McDonald returned
I the State Game Farm and the trout
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
were buried alive, some burned alive,
Elmer Tibbetts and family of
Wednesday to White Plains, N Y„
rearing pools where Mr. Ring has em
Service To: Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle Au Haut.
others singed alive and mercifully Beachmont, Mass., are visiting Capt.
after spending a vacation with her
ployment.
Swan's Island and Frenehboro
throttled before being burned. Their Herbert Elwell.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John McDon
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
legal prosecution has been known to
Mrs. Floyd Conant, Miss Virginia
ald.
I
PRINTED STATIONERY
NEXT YEAR'S PLATES
Include torture on the rack, although Condon and Miss Verena Davis spent
Mrs. Gladys Burke returned home
(Eastern Standard Time)
no confessions were forthcoming. Thursday in Portland.
White Letters On a Dark Green Friday from New Hampshire where
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Double the regular quantity!
A dog in Austria was sentenced to a
Miss Maud Hupper of Rockland was
Background To Be Used On Auto she attended Grange convention.
Effective June 10th to September 15th Inclusive
year in the pillory, and a Russian guest last Tuesday of Mrs. Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford Jago and
Read Down
200 SINGLE SHEETS
mobiles
Postage
Daily Ex- Sunday
goat was exiled to Siberia. In France Trussell.
daughter, Doris, Mrs. Grace Strout
Daily Ex- Sunday
7!i"x5V,"
cept Sundav Only
cept Sunday Only
Mrs. Carey and Mrs. Elise Freeman
a donkey was acquitted on the
Maine motor vehicle owners will and Miss Margaret Simmons passed
A.M. P.M. P.M.
100 ENVELOPES
A.M. P.M. A.M.
have
registration plates in 1937 with Sunday in Pemaquid.
strength of testimonials of good char have returned to Metuchen, N. J„ j
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after
spending
the
past
month
at
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acter. In Washington, D. C„ it was
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Miss Helen Davis is in Springfield.
Secretary of State Barrows, who
dog could avail itself of its master's
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
ReadUp
Mass., where she will enter the
selected the shade of green, said the
diplomatic immunity.
The Church of God State Conven
With Printing on Sheets and Envelopes . . .
plates would be manufactured at the
“Whatever may be an animal's American International College.
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tion opened here Thursday night with j
smart new Monogram or Name and Address
Norris Seavey has been ill the past
Maine State Prison in Thomaston,
legal end. great care has been taken
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styles.
a record crowd. Several have arrived I
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
where they were made last year for
week.
from Prince Edward Lsland, and ten !
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Calvin Davis of Monhegan has
Fine quality paper with a smooth writing
the first time.
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delegates from Washington, D. C., j
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been visiting relatives here.
The
plates,
in
accordance
with
a
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Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.30
New York, Pennsylvania, West Vir-I
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Meservey and
Double Check.
legislative act passed by the 87th Leg
ginia,
Tennessee. Mississippi, Ala
daughter Eleanor of Cranston, R. I..
islature, again will carry the word
bama. Montana, Massachusetts, and
Mrs. Everett Spaulding of Central
"Vacationland" in white letters.
Check and Double Check
New Hampshire, have sent large dele- |
Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out of Bed ll
Falls, R. I., and Frank Pellett of New
This year's plates had white nu
Quality
... on this outstanding printed stationery
the Morning Rarin’ to Gt
gations.
Thc
general
overseer
for
the
York City, were callers Sunday at J
merals against a black background.
The liver should pour out two pound! of
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churches in the United States has ar- I
Quantity
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If thio bile
Walter
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... for schoolward bound friends . . . for
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State
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Christmas gifts!
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Advertisement
takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Sept. 15, a red. second-class special auditorium. Maine expects to send [
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F. D. R.’S Opportunism
Contrasted With The
Late T. R’S Courage
and Independence
By Nicholas Roosevelt
For the National Republican Builders, Inc.
In an effort to counteract the growing realization throughout the country
that Franklin D. Roosevelt's readiness to ignore his promises is a true measure
of his character, the New Dealers have resorted to- the strange device of
maligning a dead man.
i promises made by him were lightly
They point out —
i and whimsically to be broken if a
that the late Theo
■ selfish personal end was to be served."
dore Roosevelt was
That T. R. was bitterly hated and
attacked with just
! reviled no one will deny. Nor will
as much violence as
any fair-minded person deny that
F. D. R. and use
much of the criticism against F. D. R.
this to try to give
is so violent and unreasoning as to be
the
impression
a reflection on those who make the
that the present
charges. But let us take as a witness
Roosevelt is being
about the attacks on T. R. an ob
wrongly accused.
server of many years experience as a
All that they have
reporter on the New York Times and
done, however, has
been to slander the memory of Theo- : New York World-two papers notoridore Roosevelt.
ously unfriendly to Theodore RooseIn a recent article, for example. Mr. velt. Mr. Charles Willis Thompson,
Harold Ickes. trying to apologize for writing in his book “Presidents I
F. D. R„ says that the late Theodore Have Known” published in 1929 says:
"Theodore Roosevelt was bit
Roosevelt “was regarded by his
enemies as being irrational, erratic.I terly hated, but the people who
irresponsible. He had set himself up ■ hated him were the people who
as a dictator, it was declared, even I hadn't met him. He was ac
cused of insincerity, but not by
at the cost of ruthlessly bending the
people who knew him. He was
Congress to his will, of overriding the
accused of opportunism — by
Supreme Court and of tearing the
people who did not know him.
Constitution to shreds. He was
There were many who believed
nothing loathe to destroy the very
that his course was always dic
fabric of our American civilization ln
tated by a desire to get votes,
his greedily reaching out for ever
but such people were not ac
greater powers for himself . . . His
quainted with him."
word was not to be relied upon.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENTS

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENTS

In the case of Franklin D. Roose pletely different—and the compari
velt the people who have most bit son is so much in favor of the elder
terly attacked him for these very Roosevelt tliat good taste as well as
things for which the elder Roosevelt common sense would suggest lhat the
was attacked are people who have friends of thc present Roosevelt cease
been associated with him at some pushing it.
time or other in his career. They
As a matter of fact the more the
are people who know him—and many comparison is pushed the more F. D.
of them have known him well and R. suffers. ItYias been charged, for
worked with or under him. The example, that the late Theodore
contrast with the late T. R., is strik- ’ Roosevelt was even more insistent
ing.
than F. D. R. about having his own
• • • •
way.
But the earlier Roosevelt
Let Mr. Thompson continue his eagerly sought out and welcomed the
testimony:
_r
help of big men. He had as his as
"He (Theodore Roosevelt) was
sociates and aides John Hay, Elihu
not a vote-hunter, except in the
Root. William Howard Taft, Leonard
sense that every man in politics
Wood. Robert Bacon. Oscar Strauss
must be. He never compromis’d
F D R. in contrast, has deliberately
a conviction for a vote. He
shunned and avoided men of experi
always made it a point to de
ence and ability. Instead he has Ills
nounce in its presence and to its
Farley, his Morgenthau and his brain
face anything he thought wrong.
trusters.
• • • •
If. for instance, he had been a
free-trader he would have picked
The former.friends of Franklin D
out Pittsburg as the place in
Roosevelt can forgive him honest
which to denounce protection;
differences of political opinion, or
if he had been ? Ku Kluxer he
accept his mistakes of policy as well
would have sailed to Italy and
intentioned but misguided. They can
attacked the Pope in Rome. In
even overlook his superficiality and
that sense he was less of a vote
Ills readiness to aecept any plausible
hunter than any other man I
scheme without thinking it through
to its conclusion.
«
I ever met in politics.”
But they cannot forgive him his
' Not even Mr. Franklin D. Roose
velt's blindest supporter could pre glib readiness to promise anything
tend that such a thing could be said to anyone and to regard his promises
of F. D. R. And herein lies the true lightly. They resent the cynicism
tragedy in the efforts of the New with which he takes up any issue that
Dealers to compare F. D. R to the may have votes, and when he drops
late Theodore Roosevelt. Superfi it. counts on the short memory of
cially the resemblances are many. the public to hide his mistake. They
It is no secret, in fact, that the pres are bitter at the realization that his
ent Roosevelt has not only modeled acts so often run counter to his words.
much of his career on the earlier They see at last that this is charac
Roosevelt but has taken over many teristic of the man. And it offends
of his ideas and policies. But in the them to think that such a man may
fundamentals the two men are com be re-elected to the Presidency.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENTS

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENTS

As Maine goes so goes the Nation

THOMASTON

WHEN YOU STOP TO THINK

Mr. and Mrs. John Loring and
I'M GdlNCj Tb VOTE
children, Priscilla and Caroline, of
YOU CANT HAVE
Poe rooscveltBath, were guests Sunday of Mr. and
PROSPERITY ON
>
HE SAVE OS
z
Mrs. Ellis C Young.
BORROWED MONEY.'
PPOSPEBlTy/
Mrs. Maude Lord, of Fruitland
its UKE Y’ou EARNING
Park. Fla., who has been visiting in
$25" AVJEEK, BORROWING
Bangor several weeks, has returned
*50 FROM THE LOAN
to the home of Dr. and Mrs. Eben
SHARKS AND HAVING
Alden.
A RECK OF ATIME- —
The master mason degree will be
BUT you GOT Ib F*y
worked at a special meeting of Orient
Lodge, Thursday night. A supper
' IT BACH /
will be served at 6:30 o'clock by Grace
Chapter.
Mrs. Eugene Closson and daugh
ters, Arlene and Adeline, who have
-THE (aevERNMENT
been visiting her parents, Mr. and
RECEIVES IN TAXES
Mrs. Herbert H. Newbert, for the
past three weeks and Mr. Closson,
"TODAY ONLY*I FoR,
EVERy*2.l2 it SPENDS/
who joined them for the weekend,
returned yesterday to Linwood. Mass.
VOU GOT
Mrs. Clifford A. Clark had as
('TAx>
ll
weekend guests her sister, Mrs. Susie
his
Poland, of Chelsea, Mass , and her
son, Leslie Clark, and Miss Hope
Farrington, of Portland.
Miss Emily Young, who has been
spending the summer vacation with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Young, returned Sunday to Noroton
Heights, Conn., to resume teaching.
Rev. Elmer Elsea. pastor of the
Tremont Presbyterian Church, in
thanks
New York city. Mrs. Elsea and sons,
Elmer and Alden, who have been
been z
DECEIVED.'
guests of Dr. and Mrs Eben Alden,
for several days, left for home this
< WC RKSKT NO*/
morning. They were accompanied by
I voir FOR.
Mrs. Nellie Hart, who has been visit
ing Dr. and Mrs. Alden, for three
££> WHO PAYS'
weeks and who is enroute to her
home in Danville. Ky.
AS HE GOES
Mrs. Laura Albee, of Swampscott,
JN KANSAS'/
Mass., who is spending the summer
at Magee Island, was guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Bucklin, for the
weekend.
Miss Virginia Dixon, who has been
visiting Mrs. Abbie F. Rice, during a
two weeks' vacation went Sunday ta
New York city, motoring through tries. While there were but two en
*•
t
with Miss Emily MacGregor, of East tries, these girls. Misses Jean Crie
«
Orange. N. J., who had been visiting and Evelyn Hahn, made and cared for
«
at Seal Harbor.
thelr gardens and at this meeting
*HIGHEST quality gas. State of Malm
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Brown, of they gave reports of their gardens I
wholesale, retail; tires bargain prl
Lowell. Mass., were guests of Mr. and and showed specimens. Miss Crie J
CONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTORS,
2l
Main St., City.
Mrs. Lawrence H. Di|nn. for the flowers and vegetables, and Miss J
CANTERBURY Bell plants for
BILLFOLD lost between 124 Union St
Hahn, Lowers. Even though the con
weekend and holiday.
and Perry's Main St Market, contains 10c per doz MRS FREDERICK MONHC
South
Thomaston. Tel. Rockland 647-lJ
test
did
not
materialize,
the
Club
ex

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Whitehurst,
money and owner's name. Reward
107*1$
106-108
daughters, Mary and Ann. Mr and pressed its appreciation of their WILBUR CONNON.
Keeper. Rock- '
SKIFF lound Sept,
CHICKERING
concert
grand
piano
fl
Mrs. Charles Davis, Mr. and Mrs. efforts by making each a small gift. land Breakwater.
106-108 Immediate sale Fine condition, prli
reasonable
MRS
AVA
B
LAWRl
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
K.
Lermond
had
NOTICE
ls
hereby
given
of
the
loss
tl
Francis Bell. Mrs. Esther Cobb, and
108deposit book numbered 33497 and the Copper Kettle. Rockland.
Dr. Marion Cobb, all of Saco, called as weekend guests at their cottage at , owner of said book asks for duplicate ln
GUERNSEY cow and Hampshire
Holiday
Beach,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
accordance
with
the
provision
of
the
on Warden and Mrs. Edward P.
’ “ ’
,! State Law ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK. for sale Grade Guernsey. 4 years
Just calved Her sire the great Albemoi
Johnson. Saturday enroute to Bar Sharpe, of East Hartford, Conn., and , By edward j. hellier. Treasurer.
102*T*108 Laden. Will easily be a 20 qt. cow Rai
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Foster and
----------------------------------7 mo, a beauty. Hls grandfather too
Harbor, for the holiday weekend.
NOTICE ls hereby given of the loss of first prize at Springfield, Mass . Fall
------ .book
—-----,----- , ROSE
deposlt
numbered
33498 HILL
and FARM owls Heal, Tel 292Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Hathorne son. Philip, of Wellesley, Mass.
vriet
TUanrhe
Wenrv
who
has
been
I
owner
ol said
bookthe
asksprov
fortgduplicate
ln
108-11
Miss Blancne Henry, wno nas Deen , accordance
wlth
ton of the
had as weekend and holiday guests
spending
the
summer
with
her
par!
state
Law
rockland
savings
bank
,
WILLYS sedan for sale, will take lig
Mrs. A. L. Jones, daughter Miss
-a
. ,u
,
By EDWARD J. HELLIER. Treasurer
car as part payment. 185 Main St . Thom102*t*108 aston.
Clarice, and son, Allan, Paul Lane ents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Henry, ’
107*lC
on
Beechwoods
street,
returned
to
1
notice
is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
of
and Clifford Jones, all of Stoneham,
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNE
I . .... .
.. Tl ___ .___ I... ..
deposit book numbered 885 and the own- MANUFACTURING CO
IO6-1
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young and Mrs. 1 Littleton. N. H., yesterday to resume er of sald
fOr duplicate in
taonhino
accordance with the provision of the
LARGE parlor stove for .-.-.le In excel
, guu
Uw security trust co . lent
Frank G. Young, all of Brockton,1 teacning.
condition. $15. HELEN MERRY Te|
Miss Betty Marshall and brother, ensign otis. Receiver.
102-T-108 S87-R___________________________ 106-10
Mass.
Robert Marshall, who have been
SHOWER bath equipment with curJL
tains for sale: also steam gas heater (Sl
Mr. and Mrs. George Farrar and visiting Warden and Mrs. Edward P
M BLAKE, Wall Paper Store. 662 Mala!
st.
io4-<a
daughter, Miss Virginia, who have Johnson, for three weeks went Fri- J
WE buy and sell all kinds of usei
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Alvah J day to Altoona, Penn.
stoves. 138 Camden St. Tel. 1214-M
Miss Frances Weeks, who has been : SECOND-HAND piano ln good condl- I E GROTTON.____________________ 105
Lineken, for the past week, returned
guest of Miss Margaret G. Ruggles, tlon wanted. Tel 162-M.________ 107-109 I SMALL pigs for sale. $4.50 each. F.
yesterday to Framingham, Mass.
HIGHEST P=lces Pald Jor rases jrnetals | KIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd.. Te
Mrs. Lawrence Puckett returned to for ten days, returned Friday to i and all kinds of Junk. T. SHAPIRO.. 51
105-tl
106*108
Wollaston.
Mass.
and
55 Tillson Ave.
Nashua. N. H., Saturday after a
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or
pk*t tart p man wanted <:teadv work
the season. FURNITURE
Phone us, Rockland
Mrs. Marian Williams entertained goTpay.^o™?!
on farmers In Knox ] l®t
»80. for
STONINGTON
CO ’
week's visit with Mr. and Mrs. Earl
105-1
for Mrs. Eugene Closson, of Linwood, County No experience or capital needed.
Risteen.
Write today McNESS CO. Dept. M.
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wo
Mass..
Friday
at
her
home
on
Fluker
Miss Harriet Wilson is enjoying a
ioe*it under cover, also lumber T. J. CA
Freeport. Illinois.
105-1
week’s vacation from the office of street. Her daughters, Arlene and
MARRIED couple wanted to care for ROLL Tel 263-21. Rockland.
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for
Adeline, and her mother, Mrs. Her- farm, receiving all Income, with addlJohn Bird Co., in Rockland.
. tional compensation. Phone BALLARD fully equipped, call FLY’S GARAGE
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jackson, of bert H. Newbert. made up a supper business school Rockport. 108-110 _________________________ 105-|
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Roca
YELLOW full shaggy male kitten. BAY
Jamaica Plain, and Mr. and Mrs. party with Mr. and Mrs. Weston I VIEW
FARM, North Haven. Me 103*108 land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordeal
Young,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Orvel
Williams,
solicited
H. C RHODES. Tel. 519-1.
Edward Snow, of Saugus, Mass., re
POSITION wanted, as allround cook
105-6
turned home Monday after being Mr. and Mrs. Percy Williams, join HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and
Willow Sts., Rockland.
87-tf
ing
them
in
the
evening
for
bridge.
weekend: guests of Mr. and Mrs.
PROTESTANT, middle aged lady wants •>
Prizes were awarded Mrs. Young and position as companion, or care of (:on- , ’
Robert Shields.
valescent or seml-lnvalld. Best of ref- | |
William T. Smith. Jr., was host at Orvel Williams and Mrs. Closson was erences. Box 367, Thomaston or Tel. 22
108-1)4, ♦
a dinner party at his home Thursday presented a guest prize.
*-$26
a
week
Income,
commission
on
two
Mrs. Josephine Tabbutt, of Au excellent food routes, for ambitious man
SEVERAL tenements to let. ranglng lrf
night. The table was lovely with its
from $7 to $12.50 month
over 25. no cxperlenc or Investment prices
center of yellow roses in a green gusta, and her sister, Miss Annie necessary
C.
M BLAKE. 662 Main St.
105-t:
Write J. R WATKINS COM
FURNISHED apartments to let at 21
bowl between yellow candles in Bunker, of Bangor, were guests of PANY, 231-83 Johnson Ave., Newark.
108*lt Talbot Ave. for winter. MRS. C. F,
green holders. The guests were Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Orvel Williams, for the N. J.
107-10
' .SIMMONS. Tel. 8-R.
holiday
weekend.
and Mrs. Howard Chase, Miss Doro
THREE-room
furnished
apartment
with
bath
to
let.
second
floor,
hi
at veil
Plans are being made for the rum
thy Lawry and Oram Lawry, Jr., all
MISS ANNE FLINT. 32 School St.. Tell
883-W.
108-1
of Rockland; Miss Virginia Jamieson, mage sale sponsored by the Baptist
APARTMENT to let unfurnished. Oil
Camden; Miss Eloise Dunn, this Ladies’ Circle to be held Friday at
heat. bath, garage, garden. Apply t<J
town; and Kenneth Holt, Brookline, 9 o’clock, at the Crawford building.
ROCKLAND Radiator Works. 70 Park MISS ANNIE FRYE. 14 Summer St.
________________________________ 107*10
St.
Radiators
repaired,
recored,
cleaned,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Andrews
sons,
Mass., and Camden. They afterward
all work guaranteed. Under New Manage
FOUR room heated apartment to let)
Edward and Paul, and Mr. and Mrs. ment.
106*103 H. M FRO6T. 371 Main 6t . Tel. 318-W.
enjoyed dancing at Oakland Park.
106-111
RELIABLE.
Constructive
Spiritual
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel F. Wright and Ernest McDonald and son, Harry, re
16 questions |
Reading. 25c and
~ stamp. -OUSE at Credent Beach to let, 9 rooms,
turned
yesterday
to
Plainfield,
Vt„
son, George, of Cambridge, Mass.,
answered. G. A. A. JONES. Bluehlll halls. gj4 a month. Call and see or Tel. 292-R
106 108 ROSE HILL FARM. Owls Head. 108-1ll
who have been spending a vacation after being weekend guests of Mr. Malne
YARN—We are prepared to make your I AFARTMENT to let. 4 rooms, bathjf
at Dry- Mills, were guests Saturday of and Mrs. Ward Grafton and Mr. and wool Into yarn. Write for prices. Aldo furnished
apt . 3 rooms, toilet. 12 Knox
yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT. Har- | St.. Tel. 156-W
Mrs. N. F. Andrews.
107-1091
Mr. and Mrs. William Tessin, Jr.
mony. Maine.
105-116
FIVE pleasant rooms to let. prb'at* I
Graag Chapter O.ES. meetings will
LAWN mowers sharpened—called for bath, hot and cold water, refrigerator<4
Don’t miss hearing ex-Mayor Rob- and delivered. Prompt service. CRIB 2nd floor. Garage. 14 Florence St, |
be resumed Wednesday, following the
HARDWARE CO. Tel 791, Rockland.
105-tf Adults preferred. Inquire 17 State St.
summer recess. All officers are re ert A. Cony and Clyde H. Smith at
106*108
Thomaston,
Watts
Hall.
Wed,
Sept.
9
quested to be present as there will
FURNISHED second floor apartment to
let. 14 Masonic street.
106*10
be an important rehearsal following at 730 p. m. Mayor Cony is a most
NEW 7 room house to let. electrlq
the meeting in preparation for in enjoyable speaker, well known here.
lights, at Ingraham HUI Inquire 3l|
Mr. Smith, candidate for Represen
Main St.. Thomaston. MARTIN LEON-T
spection.
ARD.
______
106* loa
tative to Congress, ls a believer in old
Mr. and Mrs. J. Emerson Watts, „„„
FIVE room house to let. at 162 Nortll
tu.
I AT Public Landing, for sale or to let,
age
pensions.
Music
by
the
Camden
,
a
i
)Ou
t
acre
0
{
wharfage
and
space
and
Main 6t. Inquire H. A. TOLMAN. 5<
who have been visiting relatives in
107*
Including former Curttse Wright build Grace St.
St. George for a few weeks, went to Band. Everybody welcome.
ing and railway, I. L. SNOW CO., Agents.
THREE or four furnished rooms to let!
67-81-tf
107-108
gas. furnace, bath, garage, rent reasonf
Saugus, Mass., Saturday, accompany

PAY T

I've

BACK,',

/

LANDON

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

THE TIME HAS COME
TO MAKE OUR
CHOICE
That choice lies between the NEW DEAL with all its foolish experi

mentation. And that tried and proven form of Constitutional Government
under which we of America in the past have enjoyed more liberty and at
tained a higher standard of living than any other people in the world.

Our choice is not a question of p olitics, rather it is a question of the
personal welfare of the people of this State — and of this Country’s social
and economic salvation.

No amount of partisan or political argument
can erase or change the staggering record
of NEW DEAL waste and extravagance.

1

WANTED

f**

TOLET

Of its unfairness and discrimination.
Of its mounting debts — every dollar of which, sooner or later must
be paid in taxes by ourselves — by our children — and our children’s

children.
Of its failure to handle relief for the worthy on an impartial basis.

Of its attempts to use the people’s own money for the purpose of keep

ing itself in office.

Contrast the NEW DEAL record with the pledges of Governor Lan
don and the Republican party to bring about so far as it lies within their

power:
Economy in Government.

The cessation of excessive expenditures and crippling taxation.
Fairness and honesty in the distribution and administration of relief.

To keep open the doors of opportunity to the younger generation so
that they may develop each in his ow n way the American qualities of selfreliance, honesty and generosity.

Choose Wisely — Choose Rightly — Choose the Better Way

VOTE

REPUBLICAN--------VOTE AGAINST THE NEW DEAL

z

THE REPUBLICAN PUBLICITY COMMITTEE OF MAINE

if

MISCELLANEOUS

REAL ESTATE

ing Mr. and Mrs. Harry Simmons,
who motored here for them Friday
and with whom they will make their
home. They have sold their home on
Main street to Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Ross, formerly of Bradford, who are
now occupying it.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Parker and
daughter, Miss Mildred, of Mattapan,
Mass., were weekend and! holiday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William Tes
sin, Jr.,
The Garden Club met at the home
of Mrs. Nichalos J. Anzalone, Thurs
day afternoon, with a good attend
ance. Early this season the club an
nounced that it would sponsor a gar
den contest, open to students ln the
schools providing there were 12 en-

NORTH_HAVEN
Miss Hazle Marden, who visited re
cently in Swan’s Island as guest ol
Margaret Kent, has returned home.

'»!

Summer Cottages

♦
♦

M

BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce
Head Island for sale. Tel. Rockiand
853-13, or Inquire R. B, SPEAR, Spruce
Head.
82-tf I
COTTAGE for sale. Coopers Beach.
Owls Head, furnished, lights, fireplace,
well. Ideal location. Tel. 178-R, 55
Masonic St.
108-110
COTTAGE at Spruce Head to let.
available Aug. 22. rent by day. week,
month. Firewood. Sleeping accommoda
tions for five Rent very reasonable. Tel.
Rockland 853-13. or Inquire R B. SPEAR.

Spruce Bead Islaud.

100-U

THE C. F Miller Store for aale. ln able, 136 Talbot Ave, ______
104-tJ
Camden. 15 Washington street Next to
APARTMENT
to
let
at
corner
the Fire Station. Apply to MRS C. F Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable!
MILLER. 19 Cross street or MR. L. L. MRS LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St. 105-tf
ANDERSON, 39 Sea street. Camden.
106-114
FURNISHED apartment to let. good
location P J,. HAVENER. 194 North
Mo'1}.
Tel- 792 or Havener's Store!
468 Main St.
105-tf
FIVE-room modern apartment to let)
$20
Barter Block;
alsc two-room
kitchenette. $4 week, heat and water. H
B BARTER. Tel 611-W or 1017-J. 105-t:
ALL modern furnished tenement tc
let. hot and cold water, hot water heat,
lights, gas. bath. Rent reasonable
FLOYD L. SHAW, 47 No. Main street.

Advertising In
THIS
PAPER
Is a
Good Investment

THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
hire at anytime for sailing or fishing
call FLYE'S GARAGE.
105-tf
SMALL apartment now available,
MRS. A. H. JONES, 5 Talbot Ave. Tel.
576.
72-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern. Apply at CAMDEN & ROC7KLAND WATER CO . Tel. 634.
105-tf
APARTMENT to let modern In every
way. fine location. PHIL SULIDES. 16

Ocean 6t., Citys

_
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THE K. C. A.

Abroad In 1936
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas and
Mrs. Mary Willey passed the weekend
HOW RURAL RELIGIOUS
with Mrs. Carrie Thomas. They re
EDUCATION PROSPERS
turned Monday to Cambridge.
Brief Notes of Travel by
Ralph Earle of Philadelphia ar
The summer Bible schools have
Leah M. Ramsdell
rived Saturday at the home of Mr
closed after a most successful and
Mr' and Mrs. Harry M. Flint and
and Mrs. Clinton Teele.
Inspiring season as indicated by the
son Gordon and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Mr. and Mrs. William Beggs and
reports shown in the following:
MOUNT VESUVIUS
Marshall motored to Boston Sunday.
daughter Charlotte of Augusta are in
Wheelers Bay and Clark Island:
Gordon remaining there to enter
We are again in Naples where the
town for a few days and are guests
There were two divisions this year,
Bryant-Stratton Business College.
at the home of Miss Elizabeth Pease air is like velvet. There, was ex the older in July with an enrollment
Earl Coombs who spent the summer perienced one of the most fascina of 12. There having perfect at
Mrs. Mary Bunker of North An
vacation with his uncle Emil Coombs ting trips of the cruise—the ascent tendance were: Velma Dennison,
ton, sister of Blin Page of Skowhe
returned Saturday to Brighton, Mass of Mount Vesuvius. We motored to Arlene Morrison, Dorothy Jackson,
gan and Miss Ladd were recent guests
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Proctor and
of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Rich at GlenPugliano and there took the moun Marian Graves, Virginia Graves,
Mrs. Woodbury Richards, enter cove.
son Robert who have been guests of
Doris Dennison and Dorothy Rich
tained the T and E Club for sewing
relatives in town, returned Monday to tain railway. At an angle of 40 de ardson. The second division held its
Miss Thelma Lee Blackington,
grees we waited for the Funicular
Wednesday afternoon. Lunch was who spent the weekend and holiday
Andover, Mass.
sessions in August. Perfect attend
Mrs. Myrtle Delano who recently Railway whioh was built to take ance, Nellie Allen, Maxine Allen,
served.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
j visited Mrs. Cora Carlon, returned care of the angle of 55 degrees we Betty, Marian and Norman Dennison,
Blackington, has returned to her
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary position in Naugatuck, Conn.
Sunday to Boston.
were to meet in ascending the cone. Ada Brazier, Milton Grierson, Rich
will meet at the Legion Hall Wed
Karl Carlson who is at Eastholm.
Beyond the Eremo Station we ard Richardson and Beulah Richard
nesday night. The 6 o’clock supper is
leaves Saturday for Marquette, Mich
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Brown of
son. Thirteen of the boys and girls
in charge of Mrs. Marjorie Thorndike Nashua, N. H., and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Jack Mathieson has returned reached enormous lava fields studded
were transported from Wheelers Bay
with bright green and yellow flowers.
from Boston.
Frank Whitten and sons Ernest and
by the director, and three by Mrs.
Miss Norma Seavey spent the
Howard Roberts who has been at Over an easy lava footpath we ap
Roger of Saco were holiday guests Fit for the White House but priced
Mamie Dennison. The closing dem
weekend and holiday with Mr. and
Eastholm, left Thursday for Cali proached the great surprise. Near the
for the little red schoolhouse.
of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Pinkerton
onstration was given by the two
Mrs. Willard Sewail in Brunswick.
fornia.
Simmons street. It was something of
top
three
men
kept
me
from
having
groups Sunday evening, Aug. 25, at
Her sister Miss Martha Seavey who
Mrs. Edith Vinal visited Sunday in dizzy spells by playing "Faccetta Nera,"
a reunion for the three wives, girl If you have a son in a local school
the Clark Island Chapel, with this
has been making a three weeks visit
Swan’s Island.
hood friends, who had not met in . . . you have a future President
the air the Italians sang as they program:
with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stone ln
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Porter who marched in on Ethiopia It is the
but a present problem ... and from
years.
Salutes to the flags and Bible.
Brooklyn, N. Y„ arrived home Satur
have been at the Libby residence for song hit of Italy.
the soles of his stockings to the
Bible Drill based on books of the
day.
two weeks, went Saturday to Som
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lancaster cap he doesn’t wear half the time,
Before us sttod high, yellow, lacy Bible. Dramatization ot the Good
erville, Mass.
we have his clothes.
and
children
Susan
and
Edward
Jr.
Vesuvius,
smoking its head off. with Shepherd: Wounded man, Richard
Mrs. Mary Keizer was hostess to
Mrs. Leo W. Lane has returned from its black crater at its feet. We
of New Britain, Conn., were recent
Richardson; Inn Keeper, Milton
the Corner Club Friday afternoon at
Knox Hospital.
visitors of Mr and Mrs. L. E. Black
gasped! What a gorgeous spectacle? Grierson; Levite, Marian Dennison;
Fall Suits for Boys
her home on Pleasant street. Bridge
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patterson The crater below us looked like
Ages 6 to 8
Priest, Maxine Allen; Samaritan,
honors were awarded Mrs. Charles ington.
went Sunday to Buffalo. N. Y.
magnified black-ribbed clam shells Norman Dennison.
Morton and Mrs. Charles Richard
Miss Bernice Vinal and Miss Oou- spread out in the three mile area. It
$8.50 to $25
Interpretation of picture, “Christ
son.
SUMMER VISITORS
drey went Sunday to Boston. While is a sight of sights. (Many passen
in town they were guests of Mr. and gers reported about their trip to Vesu and the Rich Young Man" by Hoff
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Bowers
man, Marian Graves.
Occasionally one hears the re
Mrs. E. L. Glidden.
vius the previous night and said they
mark : "I did not see anything in
and daughter Ava of Winthrop,
Interpretation of the song "Who is
Mrs.
Elvira
Dyer
has
returned
from
The Courier-Gazette about my
walked over the black crater with on the Lord’s Side", Dorothy Rich
Mass., were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
guests." A little reflection will
Union.
spouting flames leaping around the
SAFE GUARD WRINGER Zebedee Simmons in South Thomas
Wool Plaid Zipper Blouses
show the impossibility of ob
Marilyn Carver and Ruth Carver lava. They even climbed the mass of ardson.
with Guardian Bar release
ton over Labor Day weekend.
taining the names of all summer
Dramatization
of
The
Parable
of
have returned from a visit with their sulphur to see what made the pipe
visitors who come to Rockland
$3.00
that asturee AUTOMATIC
the Ten Virgins. Cast: Dorothy Jackgrandparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur
in July and August. The paper
smoke. I was satisfied at listening)
Miss Agnes Flanagan who has been
son, Arlene Morrison, Velma Denni
protection.
desires
to
note
such
arrivals
(the
Geary
in
Easton.
We turned from this wonder sight
spending the summer with her
guests themselves look for it),
Sweaters, $1.25 to $5.00
Mr. and Mrs. Edward White have and viewed the magnificent city with son, Virginia Graves, Harriet John
•
mother Mrs. JAhn Flanagan returned
and to this end asks its readers
moved into the George Nwbert its busy bay. Over there was Pompeii son, Alice Lind, Marian Graves and
to send in such items, either di
Monday night to Washington, D. C.
QUIET
GEAR
DRIVE-No
Doris Dennison. (These girls carried
apartment.
rectly to the office, or to the
which the eruption covered with
Boys’ Scout Shoes $4.50
Her house guest Miss Carol Cox, who
belts
to
slip,
stretch
or break.
society reporter, Mrs. Leola
Carl Williams has returned to Wey ashes. Down farther was Hercula artistic Oriental lamps which they
graduated from Washington Univer
Noyes, whose telephone num
had
made
from
papier
mache).
•
mouth, Mass., after a visit with his neum which is now being uncovered
sity Law School this year, is re
ber is 873-R. Social events as
Knickers $1.50 to $3.00
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Williams from the lava of the same eruption, Herald. Hester Grierson; Bridegroom.
BIG
CAPACITY-washes
well
as
arrivals
and
departures
turning with her,
Ray Morse; Attendant, Dorothy
Miss Ruth Wahlman has returned
are desired.
Now we must see Little Vesuvius,
more clothes—cleaner and
Richardson.
Long Pants $2.00 to $5.00 from Squirrel Island.
Edward Gordon, Max Striar of
so out to Pozzuoli we went, to inspect
Dramatization of the Flag that
Union Church Circle will hold a
Here I saw the black
Bangor and Dave Tober of Ports
Madelyn L. Rawley who has been
picnic Thursday at the summer cot boiling lava of this semi-extinct vol Flies Highest: North wind, Velma
mouth N. H„ are visiting Dave Gold- spending the holidays with her par
tage of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson cano suck, spit and splat, without as Dennison; East wind, Alice ILind;
burg at Hamilton, Ontario.
ents, Mr and Mrs. Jasper Rawley,
at City Point. Those not solicited will cending any height. What a gem for West wind, Harriet Johnson; South
Limerock street, returned today to j
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Young have
take pastry.
health. All around this crater smoke wind, Virginia Graves; Flag of Eng
resume her duties with the Tetley
returned to Andover. Mass., having
Mrs. Isabelle Bright, daughter Jes exuded, especially when the guide land, Ray Morse; Flag tot France,
Tea Co. of Boston.
sie and grandson Clifford, who have slatted a flaming paper. People from Hester Grierson; Flag of United
been guests of Mr. Young’s mother
CEHTI
416
MAIN
ST,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. far and near come to breathe the States, Arlene Morrison; Christian
Mrs. Grace Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Dean and
Flag, Dorothy Jackson.
Townsend,
returned
Thursday
to
Med

POWl
health
cure
gases.
son Lawrence of Portland were at
Mrs Winifred Butler and Mrs. Ida
(The large Christian flag used was
ford. Mass.
I might tell you of other places we
their summer home in South Thom
V Huntley motored to Steuben, Sat
visited out in Pozzuoli, but I’ll let you made by the girls of the group). The
aston Labor Day.
A surprise utility shower was given relax in the imaginary smoke from guest pianist was Mrs. Elizabeth
urday. stopping at Gouldsboro to %tLADD-SMALL
Thursday night for Mr. and Mrs the pipe of this old, yet modern, won Caven. Several parents and friends dren Live ln Many Lands". Plea for i Endeavor is continuing construction
ten the Tracy reunion. Mrs. Butler
Albert Pease returned from Boston
peace and good will, given by of the ark and accompanying study.
Fred Swanson at their apartment on der—Vesuvius.
is a member of the Tracy family and Sunday after spending a two weeks'
gathered for the program.
Clifford E. Ladd and Miss Mary E
• • • •
Jacqueline Rowell. Flag bearers of
Main street. About 30 were present
had a fine time renewing old ac vacation with his aunt and uncle,
• • • •
Small, both of this city were mar and the newly married couple received
the nations, Christine Watson, Mar I Two of the chUdren of the Broad
quaintances. many of whom she had Mr and Mrs. E. E. Chapman.
Mass., was guest of her brothers
At Stickney’s Corner, the closing gery Millen, Douglas Crute. Thelma Cove school observed birthdays in
ried Saturday at the Little Church many beautiful gifts. Luncheon was
not seen since she W’as a child.
Frank and Fred Grimes, over the
demonstration was Aug. 27, at the Wales, Ida Olson, Norman Watson. August, Douglas Crute Aug. 26 and
Mrs. Marie Keene and son Wilson Around the Corner in New York. served.
holiday.
chapel. Every mother of the chUdren Offering to defray expenses of the
Miss Annie Dean returns to Port motored to Montclair, N. J., Sunday Rev. Randolph Ray officiated, using
The Mother Club met Friday at
Ida Olson Aug. 29. On the 29th
enrolled were present, augmented by summer school amounted to 86.22.
land today after a month's vacation leaving at 7 a. m. and arriving there
George Geary's camp with Mrs.
the double ring ceremony.
several interested friends. The en The benediction was pronounced by these chUdren were given a party,
at the Britto cottage, Megunticook at 10.30 p. m.
Luther Burns as guest of honor. Sup
The bride was attended by her
rollment for the summer school was Rev. Mr. Lewis. A feature of the with two festive birthday cakes in
Lake.
per was served.
13, and those with perfect attend service was the singing of Rand the "treat". One of the cakes was
Miss Sarah Linnell, for a number cousin, Miss Doris Froling o> Arling
Margery Coombs and Barbara Rowe
Miss Molly Rhodes of Portland is of years with Fuller-Cobb-Davis, is in ton, N. J, the groomsman being Wil recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Emil
ance were: Esther Grinnell, Evelyn Smith, young baritone, artist pupil given by Mrs. Simmons (Ethel Steb
making a fortnight's visit with Miss New York and Boston securing stock
Brann, Gertrude Jones and Esther of H. Wellington Smith, who gener bins’ grandmother) and thc other by
liam Lewis of New York. The nat Coombs, went Thursday to Brighton,
Columns Will Sell
Caroline Littlefield.
Grinnell explained the VUlage of ously contributed his sendees for the the director. Miss Mona Shute of
preparatory to opening a hat shop ural attractiveness of the bride was Mass.
Nazareth which they had made, occasion.
Saturday in the Copper Kettle.
Kendall Hatch and Miss Eleanor
Anything From a
Boston furnished the candy. Fruit
well set off by her gown of white lace
Miss Mabel A. Spring, who has
showing
the well, flowers, women
• • • •
Saywood
of
Boston
were
iln
town
for
drink was also served. Thc refresh
over white satin and the handsome
spent the summer at the home of
Needle to an Anchor.
Albert Niverson of Waterville was bouquet of white roses which she the holiday as guests of Mr. Hatch’s
carrying jugs on their heads, etc. Thc
The teachers at Hope are beginning ment table was prettUy decorated
Miss Alice Erskine, left Monday for the guest for the holiday weekend of
closing number was "The Day the the course of study based on the life with lighted candles and other dain
carried The bridesmaid’s gown was grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
What Do You Want
Fall River, Mass., where she will re Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Blackington and
ChUdren Had Seen Jesus." Intro of Jesus. The second week in August ty touches, and the occasion will
Coombs.
blue, with matching accessories
sume her High School connection family.
duced by Barbara Grinnell, It led up marked the first meeting at the home linger in the memory of all those
Miss
Mamie
West
is
gilest
of
Mr.
The romance which found its cli
to Sell ?
which has covered a long term of
to the closing event given by Maybell of Mrs. Evelyn Brown. The Christian present for a long time.
max in Saturday's ceremony had its and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett.
years and in which she has won much
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buffum, Mr. beginning in this popular young
Jones. Characters (Oriental chU
Miss Elizabeth Gray was hostess ?t
distinction.
and Mrs. R. E. Eaton and Mr. and couple's schooldays, both being gradu a scavenger party Thursday night at
dren) were Gertrude Jones, Gladys
Mrs. Walter H. Spear were among the
Grierson, Donald Grinnell, Phyllis
Idlewild cottage, Shore Acres. Those
Clerk of Courts Milton M. Griffin many guests at Squaw Mountain Inn, ates of the class of 1930, Rockland
Creamer and Esther Grierson, An
present were Pauline Hopkins. Phyllis
High
^hool.
and family have returned home, after Greenville Junction, over the week
WED.-THURS.
expression of thanks was made to Mr.
Guilford, Nathalie Smith, Rebecca
The
bridegroom
is
a
son
of
Mr.
spending the summer at their 8pruce end.
ALL TIME LOW PRICES
Brann who furnished the boards for
and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd. He gradu Arey, Ernestine Carver, Edith Weir,
Head cottage.
All
Goods
Marked
Plainly at the Very Lowest We Can Sell Them
the work table.
Meet the Count
ated from University of Maine in Joseph Hutchinson. Malcolm Hopkins,
For
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Achorn have
The Long Cove school, with an en
of Arizona, Folks! •
It Will Pay You to Telephone or Call and Get My Prices as I Fear
Mr. and Mrs Harold Hanscom of returned from Jersey City, N. J., 1934. and for the past two years has Wyman Guilford, Douglas Gilchrist,
No Competition
rollment of 15, gave its demonstra
The gent who galloped out
Boston are guests of Mrs. Annie where they visited Mr. Achom’s been in tlie employ of the Commer Clarence Bennett, Francis Jones. Ho
One Call Means Another Customer
,
ratio
Tarfoson.
Lunch
was
served.
tion
Aug.
28.
Perfect
attendance
was
cial
Union
Assurance
Company
of
Hanscom and Mrs. Abbie Hanscom at brother Willis R. Achorn.
of a Continental palace
Take Notice of the LONG DRESSING MIRROR for 55.95
Miss
Sara
Bunker
has
returned
to
attained
by
Ring
Larsen,
and
Ken

New York. His frequent contribu
Cooper’s Beach.
and beat the buckaroos ot
Ridgewood, N. J„ and Miss Marietta
neth Jacobson.
Mr. and Mrs. Carrol M. Wixson. tions to the columns of this newspa
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Walsh have re sons Raymond and Russell were per under the heading “Notes at Ran Ingerson to Pearl River, N. Y., to
ROCKLAND, MAINE
283 MAIN STREET,
turned from Casco Bay, where they weekend visitors of Mr. and Mrs. dom" were widely read and were ex resume teaching.
The Lawry school has its closing
104-tf
Miss Virginia Black went Saturday
have been making their annual sum Charles Wixson in Winsolw .
ceedingly interesting.
demonstration at the Methodist
mer sojourn.
Mrs. Ladd who is the daughter of to West Hartford. Conn.
Church Aug. 30. With an enrollment
Neil Calderwood has returned to
Mrs. Eugene Clement and son Mrs. Charles S. Small, graduated
of 24 including pine from Broad
Avaughn Ames of Boston was in Willis and daughters Shirley and from Farmington Normal School, Camden.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
THURSDAY
Cove and eight from Hatchet Cove,
the city yesterday having been at Ruth were recent guests of Mrs. where she majored in Home Eco
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Black of Au
is
these had perfect attendance: Ge
Vinalhaven for his children, who Elizazeth Babb in South Thomaston. nomics. She has been in the employ gusta were in town over Labor Day.
neva Simmons, Hattie Lawry, Clarice
spent .the summer there.
Mrs. William Clayter has returned
of the telephone company, but will
Jamison, Ethel Stebbins, Janet Wales
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Lord and son now find useful the study in which from a visit with friends in Camden.
and Thelma Wales. The youngest
TOTAL AWARDS
Miss Carol Gardner went yesterday
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dipell and
Ronald spent the long weekend with she specialized.
pupil, Gladys Lawry, three years old,
to Lisbon Falls where she will be a
relatives in Eastport and Calais.
The couple will make their future daughters Avis and June, who have
only missed one session. The pro
member of the High School teaching
been visiting his mother, Mrs. Lyford
home in New York city.
gram opened with salutes to the flags
staff.
Coombs, went Friday to New York.
Carl Ladd spent the weekend and
and Bible and a Bible drill. Interpre
Mrs.
Evelyn
Sawyer
who
has
been
holiday in Ellsworth.
5175.00
First Award,
tation of song “God's Children Live
Mr. and Mrs Irving Elwell spent
5150.00
guest of her mother, Mrs. James Ham
Strand Award,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Rokes attended
in
Many
Lands"
was
made
through
the weekend and holiday with friends
ilton. has returned to Niagara. N. Y
IRUHIS LE
(genuine £nqrave<)
Windsor Fair yesterday.
Note—If flrst award is taken, sec
posters made during the school ses
in Cornish.
ond award held over.
Schools begin Monday.
ANN SOTHERN
sion. Explanation of the Oriental
Charles A. Emery and son Charles
Mr.
and
Mrs.
McEachern
of
Green

Miss Jennie Cates of Alton, Ill.,
house and furnishings was given by
ON TIIE SCREEN
went to Old Orchard yesterday to
Al The lowed Pticee In HistoryI
ville and Mr. and Mrs. Thompson and
and Medora Thorndike of Malden, hear Col. Theodore Roosevelt.
Frances Cook, assisted by Janet Wales
son of Pennsylvania were recent
Visiting Cards
Mass., were recent guests of Mr. and
and Margery Millen. Explanation
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William Ben
100
paneled
cards,
choice
of
4
Mrs. William C. Clement have re
of
the story of Jesus "From Birth to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kimball and
ner.
sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
turned home
Youth of Twelve" was given by Clarice
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence B. Tolman of
PLATE INCLUDED, only___ 81.85
Miss Lillian Johnson has returned
Jamison, assisted by Thelma Wales.
Warren are on a motor trip to New
home after spending the summer at
An enjoyable outing was held at
Wedding Announcements
York State.
Pageant: “God’s Children All”, was
the White Mountains.
the summer home of Mrs. Lorna Pen
or Invitations
A Paramount Pictura with
the closing number, with this cast;.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Brown
of
Bos
On
white
or
Ivory
stock
—
wed

dleton, Ingraham’s Hill, Friday, when
FRED STONE
Chester L. Black andfamily spent
Speakers,
Douglas Crute and Janet
ding or plate finish. Inside and
ton were in town for the holiday.
the junior department of the First the holiday in the Province of Quebec.
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
BILLIE BURKE
Wales; Narrators, Jesus' life as boy,
The
Ladies
of
the
G.A.R.
met
Fri

Baptist Sunday School held its sum
CLUDED _________________ $8.95
Ethel Stebbins; as youth, Thelma
day night. Supper was served by
mer picnic. It ls the custom of the
NOW PLAYING
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick B. LusWales; as young man, Ida Olson.
Social Stationery
“
GORGEOUS
HUSSY
”
Margie
Chilles,
Minnie
Smith,
Doris
teachers to hold an outing for these combe and daughter Thelma of Med
Special styles for men and women.
These young folks were dressed in
with
Youngquist and Louise Calderwood.
children every year just before the ford, Mass., were weekend guests of
A choice of lovely colors, mono
ROBERT
TAYLOR
Galilean garb. The Spirit of Good
Miss Elisabeth Gray, returned
grams and styles of engraving,
oldest ones graduate and go into the Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Wiggin of
JOAN CRAWFORD
Will, Clarice Jamison. Things as
PLATE
INCLUDED
..........................
Monday
to
St.
Barnabas
Hospital
Intermediate department.
There South Thomaston.
82.25, 83.95 and up.
They
Are, Frances Caven. American
Portland , where she is a student
were 30 present. A picnic dinner was
chUdren; Mellne Simmons, Eleanor
nurse
,
having
spent
a
two
weeks
Business Stationery
enjoyed on the shore, and swimming.
Elise Allen Corner School of tlie
Thibodeau, Janet Eales, Harriet Law
500 business cards or Hammermlll
vacation, with her parents Mr. and
The afternoon was spent in playing Dance is open for enrollment from
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
ry. China, Virginia Thibodeau, Japan,
Mrs.
George
Gray.
Tot)AY
games, baseball being the most fav Sept. 5 to Sept. 12. Registration
CLUDED, only____________ 87.95
Gloria Millen. Indian, Frances Alley
Mrs. Iving Fifield is having a va
“THREE CHEERS FOR LOVE"
ored. At the close of the afternoon party for all pupils Saturday. Sept.
Phone 892
and Betty Burns. Chinese boy, Philip
with
cation from Senter Crane's Store
a special treat was passed but to the 12 from 2-6 p. m. School situated at
MAT. 2. EVE. 6:45 & 8:45
TEL. 409
ELEANOR WHITNEY
Reed; Hebrew boy, Wendell Reed.
Mrs.
Lucy
Coombs
is
substituting.
CONT
SAT.
2:15
to
10:45
22
Brewster
St.
Tel.
670,
Rockland,
children. All left for their homes
Solo,
Ethel
Stebbins,
“
God's
ChilMiss Edith Grimes of Wellesley,
having enjoyed a very pleasant *day. Maine,
107tf

OCl ETY

HONEY!

Suits for the boys
who, in 1976, will be
running like Roose*
velt and Landon

GREGORYS

V. F. STUDLEY’S

V. F. STUDLEY

BANK NITE

$325.00

STATIONERY

MY

American
wife

✓
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GOOD WORDS GALORE from everywhere have heaped upon

the affair. From everywhere we
The Bi-Centennial Celebra hear the same, that while people have
seen pageants and pageants, yet for
tion At Warren Is Still Be human interest, dramatic value, and
thrilling beauty, our pageant ex
Prior to 1936. If you had chanced
ing Praised
ceeded anything they had even seen," to meet an old time Harborit? and said
Words of praise, comprising 200
• • • •
to him, "Have you seen Capt. Alfred
letters and telephone calls have
Since natives of Warren are prob Rawley lately?" he would have said.
been received by Mrs. Willis R. Vinal, ably somewhat favorably prejudiced "He died years ago.”
director of the colonial pageant, as to the worth of the pageant, it is
“No, no! Capt. Alfred Rawley of
' Pictures From the Past," given July of great value to have these expres the S. S. Belfast."
31 as a highlight of the Warren Bi- sions of praise from out of town
"Oh, you're speaking of Eddie
Centennial Celebration.
folks who witnessed that grand per Rawley. Why didn't you say so in
From Bertram E. Packard, Com formance that Friday in the Kalloch the first place? No. I haven't, but I ll
missioner of Education this letter field.
bet he's Just the same—glad to sec
came, quoted verbatim:
If your correspondent may be per you and means it. He's one of the
"I had the pleasure of witnessing mitted to editorialize a bit, in this whitest boys that ever lived and one
your pageant and wish to congratu piece (since she was not cast in the of the best men who ever command
late you upon one of the best out-of- pageant) and would hence not be ed a ship."
door performances, I have ever seen praising herself one whit she would
That is what the boys who have
•
The pageant was interesting from like to tell of the varying emotions known him since he was knee high
<
start to finish, colorful, and the which filled her heart during the to a mullen stalk think of him, and
musical part of the affair was line performance.
I am quite sure that his employers
I had no idea when driving over that
First, the emotion was one of and the men who served with him,
I was to have the pleasure of wit thankfulness that God had seen flt think the same. I had a letter from
nessing so splendid a performance. to bless the Warren bi-centennial him recently and enclosed was his
Anyone can enter--You don't have to buy anything
I think all who contributed in mak celebration with perfect weather, es picture taken while docking the
ing the affair a success, are to be pecially for the pageant, as weather steamer at Bangor 1934. I saw him
In part it will be based on the November elec
heartily congratulated and I know for the two rehearsals had been do it in 1933 on my last visit to Maine.
T doesn’t matter what your brand of politics
that you played no small part in unfavorable, raining on one day just
tion. You’ll be asked to write a political style
may be—$10,000.00 will be distributed among
On the wall over my desk ls a
making the performance a success.
the winners of the “American” Party Contest. slogan and to answer some questions about the
as the band was getting under way picture of S. 3. Belfast passing under
• • • •
The first prize alone is $2,500.00—think of that!
forthcoming November election. The details,
and wetting down the grounds so the Waldo-Hancock bridge and now
From a Thomaston friend, but one much it was useless to try to re with it ls a picture of the master
rules
of
contest,
full
list
of
prizes,
etc.,
are
all
And the judges’ motto is: ALL ENTRIES
of the 200 instances of praise for the i hearse. The next attempt made after Who was in command. Eddie writes:
contained in the official entry blank.
ARE CREATED FREE AND EQUAL. You
beautiful pageant, drawn from the | supper was brought to an abrupt "I am gaining each day, but the
don’t even have to be a member of the “Ameri
pages of Eaton's Annals by Miss close by the darkness brought on by doctor says I must go slow for a
So here’s what you do: All entries must be
can” Party to get a prize.
Frances K Spear, the author.
made on an official entry blank. These blanks
fog. So without the benefit of one while. We have had quite a lot of
What is the great “American” Party? They’re
"Perhaps it is not too late to tell complete rehearsal, this beautiful fog here this summer and I am
may be obtained free (you don’t have to buy
motorists who pledge loyalty to those two famous
you how beautiful the pageant was. thing was going on before a vast au thankful I do not have to stand
anything) from any American Oil Company
“American” products — Amoco-Gas and Orange
I enjoyed it more than anything I dience without a hitch the day of its watch at night.
dealer or station.
ever saw in Maine. The Lord must presentation.
ttmerican Gas.
"In October 1891 I went with my
have made the field expressly for it.
Get your contest blank today. Get going and
Now even though politics has nothing to do
Another emotion even paramount father in a schooner to Bangor and
The setting was perfect.
at this time was the thought that while there went to see J. D. Brown,
with the “American” Party, the Contest will.
keep going with “American”!
"And so much work. Of course you Warren was united in this celebra mate of S S Penobscot, and shipped
had splendid co-operation—you must tion, with the north, east, south and with him. I joined the steamer in
have had to put such a big thing west, and village, pulling shoulder to j Rockland as deck boy, Nov. 19. 1891.
across without numberless rehearsals shoulder in the putting across of I was very lucky in the 22 years I
If you never do another public affair this celebration, and pageant. There was master to never lose any lives or
as long as you live you have done was such a feeling of bursting pride In run into another ship. Came quite
your share with much glory"
my fellow townspeople that seemed near it at times but was fortunate
• • • •
enough to get by." (Sometimes good
justified, that tears filled my eyes.
A few excerpts are herein given
Scene after scene, living and judgment, as well as luck, plays an
from a letter sent Mrs. Vinal by a breathing from Eaton's Annals passed Important part in preventing ac
American Oil Co.
Warren friend:
in review, impressive and lovely cidents at sea, ls what we landlubbers
"You have had Atarvelous vision from beginning to end with the finale think.)
and imagination in the casting in of taps the bugle calls sounded and
Eddie started going to sea With his
family have returned to Rockland turned to Bloomfield. N. J, after ert and Mrs Fred Batty are visitin?
Mr. and Mrs. Eaile Drinkwater and such a generous scale the pageant. echoed from the hill, are ones never father in the coasters when he was
SPRUCE HEAD
after several weeks' vacation at the spending the summer at her cottage relatives in Portland.
family have returned to South Port "Pictures From the Past." You have to be forgotten or to be held in quite young, and following in my
Miss Ella Huntting returned Thurs
Waldron farm
here.
Prank Wall made a business trip land They spent the month cf Au- | given liberally of your energy, and memory with anything but a kind of footsteps, he went as cook. He was
day to Jersey City, N. J.
gust in the Jasper Drinkwater house. have worked hard in the planning reverence for our forbears who passed “one up” on me. He could make
Miss Katherine Aageson has re- Mrs. Irving McLeod and son Rob Friday to Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Waldron and
Mrs. Martha Alley i Mattie Elwell) and directing, and we want you to through so much that we might have emptins' bread
I never got the
of Jonesport visited Miss Helen Me realize that we know and are appre foothold on this terrain.
knack of doing it. He quite wind
STATE OF MAINE
servey recently and called on friends. ciative of the fact. To me, it has
A Brunswick man. a photographer, jammers for steam in 1891 and the
Mrs. Helen Wilson entertained at a been tremendously worth while and sitting next to your correspondent, remainder of his sea going days. 44
List of Candidates to be voted for at the State Election September 14, 1936, in the
delightful tea Thursday afternoon, will continue to be because it has said, “Where did they get all the years, was spent in steam propelled
her guests being Mrs Callie Morrill, been a spiritual adventure.
,
craft. How many times he went over
costumes? They are marvelous."
COUNTY OF KNOX
Mrs. Cora Murphy. Mrs. Jeannette
“You and Mr. Vinal have prob
With the exception of three cos the route from Boston to Bangor and
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroyin g a list of candidates or a specimen ballot, five to one hun
Snow. Mrs Alice Simmons and Miss ably heard as much as I of the tumes hired from Portland and the, return I am not even guessing at, but
dred dollars fine.
Helen Meservey.
splendid compliments that people five bagpipers from Lewiston who here are three courses tf you are
LEWIS O. BARROWS, Secretary of State.
had theirs, every costume was made running down to Maine: From
by Warren women. This Included the Thatcher's Island buoy, N. *4 E. 31
STATE OF MAINE
wigs, hats, shoes, as well. Books on miles to York Harbor; N. E. by N 59
Scottish
costumes, early Scotch miles to Portland Lightship; N. E. ‘4
Referendum Questions to be Voted Upon Sept. 14, 1936
Irish costumes, dresses during each N. 75 miles to Seguin Island. As these
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying an period had been studied and searched courses were given me by Captain
official list of questions submitted to the elector*, or a specimen ballot, FIVE
for in the library books.
Miss Eddie, who has sailed them, we as
TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS.
sume they are correct.
Frances
Spear
had
studied
costuming,
LEWIS O. BARROWS, Secretary of State.
To you readers who do not know
the past winter in Portland in addi
tion to her teaching duties.
Capt. Rawley personally, I am quot
Those in favor of any, or all. of the following proposed questions will
ing from a poem as to why—
—By Alena L. Starrett.
place a cross (X) in each, or any, of the squares marked “YES" devoted to

10,000.00 IN PRIZES
1st PRIZE.. *2,500

3rd PRIZE *500

2nd PRIZE *1,000

4th PRIZE *250

and 560 other cash prizes!

I

From Maine io Florida—Stop at The Sign ot Creator Values!

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY

P

Also maker oi Amoco Motor Lubricants

the question, or questions, for which they desire to vote; those opposed will
place a cross (X) in the opposite square or squares marked "NO."

WANTS "YES” VOTE

SPECIMEN BALLOT
I YES

DEMOCRATIC

REPUBLICAN

For United States Senator

For United States Senator

LOUIS J. BRANN Lewiston 0
□

WALLACE H. WHITE. JR..
Auburn

INDEPENDENT

Question No, 2

F HAROLD DUBORD. Water
ville
□

LEWIS O. BARROWS. Newport 0

BENJAMIN C. BUBAR Blaine 0

□

□

□

For Representative to Congress
--- •

For Representative to Congress

ERNEST L. McLEAN. Augusta 0

CLYDE H. SMITH. Skowhegan 0

□
For State Senator

For Representative to Congress

J. CLARENCE LECKEMBY
Pittsfield

____________________________ □

□

□

For State Senator

FRED E. BURKETT. Union
□

□
For Judge of Probate

For Judge of Probate

For Sheriff

For Clerk of Courts

For County Attorney

OLIVER R. HAMLIN, Rock
land
□

□

□

For County Attorney

For County Commissioner

For County Commissioner

ADIN L HOPKINS. Camden

RAYMOND W. TIBBETTS.
Camden,

0
□

□
For Representative to Legislature

LAFAYETTE BENNER. Rockland
D ROBERT McCARTY Rockland
HARRY E. BUTLER. Union
JAMES M CHANDLER. Camden
FRANK A LINEKIN. Thomaston
WILLIAM F. COOK. St. George

For Representative to Legislature

ALAN L BIRD. Rockland
CLEVELAND SLEEPER, JR.
Rockland
WALTER A. AYER. Union
CHARLES F.pWTNAL. Camden
ALBERT B. ELLIOT. Thomaston
LLOYD F. CRCCKETT,
North Haven

NO

□

Relative to Resident Fishing and Hunting

NO
□

Shall a Bill Entitled “AN ACT Relating to the Use of the General Highway
Fund, and to Prevent Diversion Thereof,” Become a Law?

C. EARLE LUDWICK. Rock
land
0

□
____________________________ □

Questions 1, 2 and 3 are prepared pursuant to Chapter 157 of the Public
laws oi 1935.

Question No. 5
For Sheriff

JEROME C. BURROWS, Rock
land
□

CHRISTOPHER S. ROBERTS
Rockland

□

"Shall licenses be granted in this city or town for the sale therein of malt
liquor?”

YES

For Sheriff

□
□

.□

Question No 4 prepared pursuant to Referendum Petitions filed in the
office of the Secretary of State and by proclamation of the Governor issued
September 4. 1935.

□

STEPHEN S. COMERY. War
ren

A RAYMOND ROGERS.
Waterville

Shall An Art Entitled “AN ACT
Licenses," Become a Law?

MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Rock
land
0
□

Question No. 3

For Representative to Congress

Question No. 4

□

DONALD G. POOLE, Vinal
haven

NO

YES

□

Q

For Clerk of Courts

‘Shall licenses be granted in this city or town under regulation ot-the state
liqjor commission for the sale therein of wine and spirits to be con
sumed on the premises?"

1ES

0

HARRY E. WILBUR, Rockland 0
□

NO

YES

For Governor

ILISHA W. PIKE. Rockland

• Shall state liquor stores for the sale of liquor be operated by permission of
t’.c state liqunr commission in this city or town?”

□

For Governor

CHARLES E. WHEELER,
St. George

Question No. 1

UNION

□

For Governor

NO

"Section 1. All revenue received by the State from the registration of
motor vehicles, and the licensing of operators thereof, from the tax imposed
on internal combustion engine fuel, from fines, forfeitures and costs accruing
to the State under Section 118 of Chapter 29 of the Revised Statutes, as
amended, and from permits granted by the State Highway Commission to
open highways, shall be segregated, allocated to and become a part of the
the general highway fund created and existing by Chapter 251 of the
Public Laws of 1931 and Chapter 175 of the Public Laws of 1933; and after
payment and deduction from such fund of such sums as are necessary to
meet all provisions of bond issues for State highway and bridge construction,
the remainder of such fund shall be apportioned and expended solely for
the cost of registering motor vehicles and licensing the operators thereof, for
maintenance of the State highway police, for administration of the office and
I cuties, of the State Highway Commission, for administration of the tax on
' internal combustion engine fuel and payment of rebates on said tax, and for
the improvement, construction and maintenance of highways and bridges,
j and for snow guards or removal as provided by statute. Neither the general
highway fund, noc any fund derived from direct taxation imposed for high
way construction, bridge construction, or the improvement and maintenance
Tthereof, .shall be diverted or expended, either temporarily or permanently,
for any other purpose than set forth in this act, except for the establishment
of an aeronautical fund as provided by Section 89A of Chapter 12 of the Re
vised Statutes.
Section 2. All acts and parts of acts, inconsistent with this act, are here
by repealed."

Question No. 5 prepared pursuant to a Referendum Petition filed with
the 87th Legislature and by them submitted to the electors according to the
provisions of Section 18, of Article XXXI, of the Constitution.

On the Dedication of High
way Funds To Highway
Purposes
New York. Sept. 2,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As a summer resident, a property
owner and taxpayer in your State. I
hope it will not be thought out of
place for me to say a few words on
an important question soon to be de
cided by the voters.
I refer to Referendum No. 5 on the
ballot Sept. 14, dedicating highway
funds to highway purposes. I hope
that the citizens of Maine will vote
favorably on this proposal.
Good roads are essential these days
to any State. They are particularly
necessary to Maine with its nation
wide appeal to traveller in search of
rest and recreation Vacation facili
ties must be accessible.
State highways are now being pro
vided through taxes and license fees
levied on motor vehicles. The burden
falls in fair proportion on all who use
the roads.
Resident automobile owners, truck
and bus operators do their part
through license fees, gasoline tax and
the like, visitors to the State pay their
share through the gasoline tax. The
proceeds of these special taxes go
into the fund for highway building
and maintenance. This is reasonably
fair all around.
But in other states, highway funds
raised in this same way, have been
subjected to all sorts of abuse. In
some cases, the entire proceeds have
gone into the general fund only to
be diverted later to a score ofv dif
ferent purposes while much needed
road work remained neglected.
It was with true Maine foresight
that the Initiative bill was drawn up
and presented for signature to the
people.
Twelve thousand signers
were secured without great effort.
Now the question is coming up for
vote.
Sept. 14, the people ywill have an
opportunity to dedicate the highway
funds to highways. They can pre
vent Maine from falling into the
morass of wasted funds and highway
neglect that has been the curse of
other states.
Elmer Thompson

PEOPLE LIKE HIM
People like him, not because
He ts rich or known to fame;
But he has a kindly smile.
And a kindly word to say
Didn’t change from hot to cold,
Kept his friends throughout the years.
Sort of man you like to meet
Any time or any place.
The friends that he has gained
Are for what he ls himself.

Here is our wish for you, Eddie:
May you live for many more years
at home on the beautiful Penobscot
River in the grand old State of
Maine.
Boze
Somerville. Mass.. Aug. 26
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